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Foreword
Bob Linkenbach

Dear SPEED readers,
I hope you had some relaxing days with
your loved ones and were able to quietly
think about the past year, 2016.

integration steps live. We would like to
thank all contributors and visitors again
for this successful SPS 2016.

At VIPA a lot has happened the past few
years. Last November, was the forth
a nniversary of our joining the YASKAWA
group. Since then we have become an
important and indispensable part in the
future strategy of YASKAWA.

As you can see, our CI change also
af- fects our SPEED journal. It is now
resplendent in a completely new look.
This current issue has also a small
summary of VIPA events in 2016. For
example, you get some information
about our previous trade fairs, our sporting events or an impression about our
new products. In addition you will find a
survey by the trade journal automation
starting on page 28 in which you get to
see a completely different perspective of
our company.

For this reason we decided, together with
YASKAWA, to redesign our VIPA logo
and our Corporate Identity (CI). Since
the SPS IPC Drives 2016 VIPA became
blue and is now the third division within
YASKAWA Europe. VIPA has become
YASKAWA VIPA C
 ontrols. Our structure
and organization 
remains 
unchanged.
We are still a legally independent entity with the functions and persons you
know. Thus we still keep the speed and
flexibility of a medium sized company.
In an interview with the trade journal
openautomation I was able to speak
about this subject in a
ddition to
other current topics (page 5). You
can also read about all important
changes regarding our new
a ppearance in our leading article
starting on page 8.

As always, we have some interesting
application reports in this issue again.
Starting with page 42 you can convince
yourself of our solutions.
I am sure that this collection of articles
from the VIPA Controls/YASKAWA world
will find your interest again.
I wish you every success in the New
Year and enjoy reading SPEED!
Yours
Bob Linkenbach

At the SPS IPC Drives 2016 not
only were the new VIPA MICRO
PLC and the frequency inverters series GA700 launched,
but also our completely new
trade fair concept called: Best
in Class Products and System
Solutions“ the divisions Drives
& Motion, VIPA Controls and
Robotics presented themselves at a joint booth for the first
time. Here the trade fair visitors
had the opportunity to witness the
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Who is behind the SPEED?

VIPA „Scandal“
Most important head leaves “SPEED” editorial
team
VIPA`s longstanding employee, Norbert Schlimm, entered his
well-deserved retirement in June 2016. Hence, there is a new editorial team from this edition of the SPEED and the editorial team has
redefined itself.
Norbert Schlimm – founder of the
SPEED
Norbert Schlimm left the company after
working for 1,488,000 minutes, 24,800
hours, 3,100 days or 14 years at VIPA.
Most colleagues will know him as the
founder and editor-in-chief of the VIPA
journal “SPEED”. He set up SPEED in
November 2010. A total of 10 issues
have appeared since then. He always
worked very diligently, conscientiously
and with great
dedication
on
each customer
and employee
edition.
“It is with mixed

feelings that I leave the company,” Norbert Schlimm informed us in his thankyou speech. “I will miss my wonderful
colleagues and my job very much, but I
am also looking forward to the stressful
life of leisure that awaits me.”
Norbert was thus well equipped for his
retirement and his leisure stress could
now begin. Many thanks for everything,
Norbert! We wish you all the best for the
future and will really miss you. You will
always remain part of VIPA!
New editorial management and new
editorial team
Laura Wildner has taken over the editorial management from this issue on,
so that you, dear reader, do not have to
dispense with the SPEED. She has been
already supporting Norbert Schlimm in
the selection of the subjects, text creation and editing since October 2015. She
already created parts of the text and
picture layouts of the November issue
2015. Beside Laura Wildner there are
four other persons who are part of the
SPEED editorial team.

f.l.t.r.: Laura Wildner, Rüdiger Merz, Florian Heilmann,
Markus Dörnhöfer and Sascha Isinger

We are pleased to welcome Sascha
Isinger as the new Marketing Manager and part of the editorial team since
March 2016. He already supported the
SPEED with numerous ideas and inputs
at the previous issues. The responsible
person for the the entire layout including
the cover design and the graphical finishing touches is still Rüdiger Merz.
New members of the editorial team are
our product managers Folrian Heilmann
and Markus Dörnhöfer. They feed the
SPEED with all data and facts about the
VIPA products.
The new redefined editorial team of
the SPEED is looking forward to many
further issues and hope you enjoy reading. Feedback is welcome at any time.
So, dear readers, please do not hesitate to send us constructive criticism,
proposals or compliments to following
email address: laura.wildner@vipa.de.

BUSINESS

Complete solutions including
drive technology
Interview with Bob Linkenbach, VIPA Controls CEO
For VIPA GmbH the past few years were full of changes: The merger with YASKAWA took place more than four years ago. The founder, Wolfgang Seel, left the company last year. Today Bob Linkenbach directs the company. In an
interview with openautomation he explains that the business model of Siemens compatibility still exists, but at the
same time presents itself as a full-service supplier within the YASKAWA group. Furthermore he revealed that VIPA
is now „blue“ and is called „VIPA Controls“.

Mr. Linkenbach, many things have
changed around VIPA in the past
few years. How far do you as a
previous VIPA sales director, remain
loyal to the VIPA roots and where
do you see, as today’s managing
director, the greatest potential to
generate further growth with new
strategies?
B. Linkenbach: You are right. We have
dealt with several change processes
at the same time: the integration into
a group with 100 years of successful history, the establishment of a new
management team and the adaption
of our business model to new market
demands. It is enormously important
to take the staff with us on this journey
and to keep our identity. As a company

we still focus on our core competences
to be very close to the customer, to
keep our flexibility and the swiftness of
a medium-sized company and to create
outstanding hardware. At the SPS IPC
Drives we will take a further important
step towards integration: VIPA will be
„blue“ and become „VIPA Controls“. You
can experience this integration step live
at our joint stand with YASKAWA. From
the customer`s point of view we want to
be recognized as one company with the
divisions control technology, drive technology and robotics. I see the growth
potentials which you asked about in the
easy and open combination of different
products together with extensive application knowledge.
From my point of view, despite the ch-

anges, it is also important to keep the
DNA of an enterprise.
This means despite all the tradition „not
to preserve the ashes, but to pass on
the flame“, as Thomas More said.
To an outsider it seems as if VIPA
is driving on a two-lane road: one
of a complete supplier and another
as a supplier of components in the
Siemens world. Does this appearance deceive?
B. Linkenbach: This appearance does
not deceive. With its business model
of Siemens compatibility VIPA has been
successfully placed on the market for
more than 30 years. And this will remain unchanged. We have just completely revised our SPEED7 CPU of the
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300 series equipping it with the latest
electronics, a larger memory and more
functions. The so called 300S+ is going
to be launched on the market in the coming days. Through the affiliation to the
YASKAWA group we will obviously extend our portfolio with drive technology.
We offer added value for the customer
by keeping the integration of the components as simple as possible. So, together with YASKAWA, we prefer to call
ourselves „Best in class” provider offering the customer the best solution for
his installations through openness and
continuity.
With your previous portfolio of control technology, IO modules, HMI,...
you are already quite broadly positioned. You mentioned the addition
of YASKAWA drive technology into
VIPA sales. Do you now see your
product range as a full-service provider completely rounded off?
B. Linkenbach: When we look around
the automation market there are some
companies that are able to offer components from the areas of control engineering, visualization systems and
drive technology and/or accessories.
But only a few providers are able to offer almost all components including robotics and the corresponding service.
For this reason, together with YASKAWA, we are planning to technically combine these components with systems
and solutions. We have already made
the important first step by our controllers communicating with the „MotoLogix“ interface of the robots.
With this a mechanical engineer can
program, put into operation and maintain a complete robot via the controller
without any specific robotics know-how.
So, with the control technology, the drive technology and the robotics we offer
a complete solution for the customer.
The first installations were already automated very successfully. Together with
YASKAWA, we, as a division for control
contribute to the success with the integration and the application know-how,
to offer the customer a solution and optimally attend to him aloong his entire
value chain.
How does this product range expansion affect your sales force?
How have the structures changed

since your advancement into
business management? How far do
you benefit from
the YASKAWA distribution channels?
B. Linkenbach: We
have realigned sales
completely anew in
the past three years.
Each sales representative
competently
advises our customers in the area of
control technology as
well as in the field of
drive technology. We
cover the specialization with the newly
created system sales
which prepares the
optimum system solution for the customer
from the components.
We are successfully
combining the VIPA
branches with the YASKAWA representatives abroad and standardizing
the distribution partners. The closer the
products and technologies of YASKAWA and VIPA merge the more difficult
it becomes to distribute them isolated
over different sales channels. Of course,
through YASKAWA, completely new sales opportunities are arising for VIPA in
America and Asia.
What do you focus on in the development of your portfolio? How
large is the influence of YASKAWA
today on new and further developments around the VIPA core products?
B. Linkenbach: The first priority was the
renewal and expansion of our product
portfolio. The controller family SLIO,
which is in the medium performance segment, has been completed. We
are going to present a completely new
micro controller at the SPS IPC Drives.
With this controller we found a new design language and combined a modern,
functional design with the highest control performance. The micro controller is
also based on the SPEED7 technology
of our subsidiary profichip and this is
synonymous with a much faster processing speed compared to other micro

controllers.
In the future we are going to transfer this
modern design language to our other
platforms. Right now we are working on
a high performance PLC for the upper
segment that is going to be launched in
2018.
The characteristic of all controllers will
be that they are programmable with our
own software SPEED7 Studio as well
as with Siemens Simatic-Manager and
TIA Portal. The influence of YASKAWA
is taken into account by closely coordinating our product developments and
initiating joint development projects.
The technology of VIPA finds more and
more the way into the YASKAWA platforms and VIPA is becoming a more and
more important technology location for
YASKAWA.
You already mentioned SPEED7
Studio – your comprehensive
engineering platform: meanwhile,
how far have the products of both
worlds been integrated, what are
the characteristics from your point
of view and what are the coming
implementation steps?
B. Linkenbach: With SPEED7 Studio we
are offering our own programming environment for the first time that perfectly
matches the VIPA products and in which

BUSINESS

all YASKAWA drive products are integrated. SPEED7 Studio is completely new
software that allows the customer to
optimally use 100% of all features that
VIPA has been offering for years. One of
the most important development targets
was to offer the customer the familiar
development environment. We achieved
this very successfully. The expenditures
of adjustment are negligibly small and
as a special feature the Step 7 code
from Siemens can be easily imported.
Thus we can avoid high costs that arise
from software conversions. We implement the configuration and parameterization of our visualization systems together with a partner that we have been
working together with for many years
and who is one of the market leaders
in this field. You don`t have to reinvent
everything, you just have to use what
is tried and tested. Besides PROFIBUS
and PROFINET we also offer a EtherCAT
master system on S7 base. Thus, with
our hardware and SPEED7 Studio, we
combine two worlds which are otherwise strictly separated. The next steps
of development are the deeper integrations of YASKAWA products including
robotics. Furthermore SPEED7 Studio
is the base for a new, completely open
engineering framework which is currently been developed.

In the course of
implementation of
industry 4.0 some
control manufacturers are opening up
towards cloud solutions. OPC-UA server
on the controller is
in focus – meanwhile also for Siemens.
What is your strategy
in that direction?
B. Linkenbach. At the
time of Simatic-S5 VIPA
already offered the option to couple industrial
control engineering with
up to date information and communication
engineering. In the field
of network engineering
our CPUs have always
offered an interface
to communicate with
upper levels as standard. The connection
to cloud systems via our
remote access solutions has also been
standard for years and is now successively ported directly to our controllers.
We clearly see the OPC UA as the upcoming communication standard and
we will supply the first controller with
this next year.
Which importance has the topic
Industry 4.0 in general for you –
from VIPA point of view as well as
in the alliance with YASKAWA and
its robotics expertise?
B. Linkenbach: Today, hardly anyone
can hide from the topic Industry 4.0
although everyone interprets it in his
own way. For us in any case the issue
„Smart Factory“ is relevant. The fast
and flexible production orientation with
high productivity and the option on site
to produce individually in small batch sizes, e.g. by means of 3D printers, offers
interesting new solution statements.
From VIPA’s point of view it is important
to take the modularization of the production into account and hence to offer
powerful control engineering with open
interfaces.
The user still has to be relieved from
standard functions, so that he can focus on core tasks of the processes in
order to strengthen his competitive po-

sition or to allow him to develop new business models. Together with a partner
YASKAWA recently generated a solution
which is the best example for the intelligent integration of Industry 4.1.
You as a customer can order a skin and
hair care product that you compiled individually via an online portal. Your requests entered in the online portal are
forwarded directly to a control system
which prompts a YASKAWA robot to
produce exactly the product you ordered - a hair care product based on the
ginko fruit, for example. Afterwards the
product is packed by a robot and provided with your name and address and
forwarded to logistics. At the end only
the drone that delivers the package is
missing.
This interview has already been published in the openautomation Oct. 2016,
Text: Inge Hübner, openautomation,
Picture: VIPA Controls
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BLUE IS THE
NEW GREEN
Nail your colors to the mast!
A small step for YASKAWA, but a large one for VIPA
The SPS IPC Drives 2016 trade fair in November marks the dawn of a new era for VIPA GmbH. From this point onwards, VIPA will be turning “blue” and becoming “YASKAWA VIPA Controls”. Furthermore, VIPA and YASKAWA will
be appearing together at a single booth for the first time at SPS 2016.

The CI change
The last time VIPA changed its corporate identity (CI) was in 2012 in
order to be able to position itself more
independently on the automation market. The objective back then was to
project a more no-nonsense, direct and
independent appearance. Now the time
has come again. After more than four
years as part of the YASKAWA Group,
it is time for the next logical step – VIPA
is turning “blue”. “The time has come
for further integration into YASKAWA,”
announced CEO Bob Linkenbach at the
works meeting in October 2016 and
outlined all the major changes.
The logo that has been in existence
since the last CI change will be replaced
by a new logo, as VIPA is now officially
becoming the “YASKAWA VIPA Controls” division.
“After four years, we have to say that
we are no longer VIPA, but YASKAWA –
in other words: a division of YASKAWA

g

Europe GmbH,” explains Bob Linkenbach. As “YASKAWA VIPA Controls”,
VIPA joins the existing divisions “YASKAWA Robotics” and “YASKAWA Drives
& Motion” in the overall brand concept
of YASKAWA Europe GmbH. “From the
perspective of the customer, we want
to be recognized as a company in the
YASKAWA team, specializing in the
fields of control technology, drive technology and robotics,” emphasizes Bob
Linkenbach with regard to this integration step. From a legal perspective, however, VIPA GmbH remains unchanged
and will continue to have its own separate legal form. „With this we continue
to maintain the speed and flexibility of

a medium-sized company“, says Bob
Linkenbach.
The new corporate design
YASKAWA and VIPA Controls are now
also adopting a new, shared corporate
design, the so-called “facet design”.
At the start of 2016, VIPA began
working with a partner to draft a new
style guide in order to highlight being
part of the YASKAWA Group. The style
guide defines colors, shapes and texts
for a shared market appearance in the
future. This style guide was adapted
to YASKAWA throughout the year and
then also adopted by YASKAWA. From
November 2016, this new YASKAWA/
VIPA style guide will define the corpora-

VIPA CONTROLS
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New VIPA products will show the YASKAWA logo

te design for YASKAWA Europe GmbH
and all its divisions and subsidiaries.
In addition to the current issue of
SPEED – which you have in your hands
right now – you can see a few more examples illustrating the new corporate
design below.
Also our homepage is now adapted to
the new corporate design. Please visit
our homepage www.vipa.com after reading this issue.
Merchandising that is used jointly with
YASKAWA (pens, pads, Post-Its, etc.)
will bear the text “YASKAWA”. Division-specific merchandising, flyers and
brochures for VIPA Controls will contain
the additional text “VIPA Controls”.

New VIPA products will also bear the
text “YASKAWA” and the VIPA product
name. Products from VIPA Controls will
in the future have the additional label
“VIPA”. “SLIO” and “300S+”, for example, will become “VIPA SLIO” and “VIPA
300S+”.

joint trade fair booth in the new corporate design. “At our joint booth at SPS
2016, it will be possible to experience
another important step towards integration at first hand,” says Bob Linkenbach
in anticipation of the forthcoming trade
fair in November.

“The YASKAWA label on VIPA products
is a great honor for VIPA Controls. Actually, no product that has not been
made in a YASKAWA factory is entitled
to bear the name YASKAWA,” enthuses
Bob Linkenbach. VIPA Controls is thus
the first company that has been allowed
to do so. Older products, such as the
200V, are not affected by this label.

The three divisions VIPA Controls, Robotics and Drives & Motion will be presenting their entire product portfolio
under a single banner – that of YASKAWA. The booth will be in the customary
location of the VIPA booth (Hall 7, Booth
340); the only difference is that it will be
“blue” and consist of a united team representing the three divisions. This trade fair marks the dawn of a new era for
VIPA GmbH – as part of something large
and entirely new.

New trade fair booth
SPS IPC Drives 2016 will see the first

Coolibri

www.vipa.com

An already published flyer

An already published print ad

The new VIPA business cards
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Test Engineering at VIPA
Flexibility and efficiency during MICRO production
For a short time VIPA Controls has been using a new test technology in production. VIPA has changed the test
equipment over to a modular and scalable system both in the hardware and in the software area. Already in use for
the VIPA SLIO 013C, it forms the basis for the production line setup of the new VIPA MICRO PLC (page 34).

The new VIPA testing equipment has
been set up as a modular system. The
benefits of this system are obvious.
VIPA Controls does not require a special testing unit for every article produced
but can equip the production workstation from a pool of test modules individually. This allows very flexible production
which is for the VIPA typical high mix
portfolio a considerable cost benefit. It
reduces the initial costs, the
storage space required as well as
set-up time and
spare part procurement.
VIPA has also
changed over to
a modular
system
in the
software
field.
Here, our test engineers use analog to the test
hardware a modular system of code
modules. This conversion increases the
software quality because the existing

release code can be used several times.
At the same time the time for development could be reduced by up to approximately 50%. With these standards the
user has access to a uniform interface
and improved user friendliness (usability). Furthermore the test software is able
to update itself independently and therefore always process automated in the
latest version. In addition the process
quality could be increased considerably
through standardized test and production sequences.
In short: VIPAs new test concept saves
time and money, increases the flexibility
and so the efficiency.
Worldwide networking
VIPAs test systems are connected worldwide to a central VIPA production data
base through a web service. Our international production partners are equipped with VIPA production facilities and
receive all data in real time from Herzogenaurach. In return, the production
results of all production locations are
stored in our data base system. This
means, that VIPA can access worldwide
all relevant quality data from the produc-

tion. With this VIPA achieves traceability
that extends up to the component level.
Here, the VIPA test engineering team
works intensively together with the development department and the internal
and external production locations. By
means of numerous best-practice implementations we achieve large benefits in cost, time and quality in the entire
production process. With the launching
of the new VIPA MICRO system at the
SPS IPC Drives 2016 in Nuremberg current standards are improved again and
production systems optimized.
(Stefan Scholze, VIPA Controls)

„

VIPAs new testing concept saves time and money,
increases the flexibility and so
the efficiency.

“
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The Total Solution Team
From a producer of components to a supplier of systems
One year after the takeover of the majority of VIPA GmbH by YASKAWA Europe GmbH, the Total Solution
Team was founded by VPA to offer comprehensive system solutions, consisting of combined drive and
control technology. With this VIPA Controls laid the foundation three years ago to develop from a producer of components to a system supplier.

VIPA has been successfully presented
on the market for more than 30 years
with its business model of Siemens
compatibility. With the affiliation to the
YASKAWA concern VIPA`s portfolio has
been extended by drive technology products. For this reason VIPA was able
to present itself on the market as a so
called full-range supplier for control and
drive technology.
With the components from the fields of
control technology, visualization systems, drive technology and the suitable accessories VIPA Controls can offer
the right solution adapted individually
to each application. In order to offer the
customer besides the products also a
complete support for solving their tasks
VIPA decided to set up application
know-how three years ago. So the Total
Solution Team was launched.
Experience & Know-how
This team consists of experienced VIPA
staff who have profound know how in
planning, sales, deployment and commissioning of plants and systems. With
this long-term wealth of experience
VIPA solves all tasks professionally.

Together with the VIPA sales force, the
Total Solution Team is available for the
customers and interested persons as
a contact for all questions on the deployment of drive systems and Motion
Control and to supply as much support
as possible.
„For VIPA and the Total Solution Team it
is important to be close to the customer,
to capture and to solve their tasks fast
and easily. Whether it is the new concept of machines and plants, the spare
part supply or the plant stand-stills“ Johann Mair, leader of the Total Solution
Team, said.

Services
Besides the already mentioned sales
tasks, the Total Solution Team offers
following services, too:

• • Collecting the tasks with storyboarding for PLC, Motion Control, HMI
and drive technology
• • Selection of drive technology: frequency inverters or AC servo system
• • Selection of PLC system and HMI
• • Design of servo drives
• • Supply of Step7 based function
modules for the servo connecting via
PROFINET and EtherCAT
• • Supply of Step7 based function
modules for the connecting of the
frequency inverter via PROFINET,
Modbus and EtherCat
• • PLCopen for VIPA SLIO M otion
Controller
• • User examples with PLC/Motion
Controller and HMI programs
• • Commissioning support
• • Documentation
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With the set up of the Total Solution
Team VIPA laid the foundation for a successful change from a supplier of components to a supplier of solutions for
automation technology. VIPA will continue to tread this path in order to be one
of the first contacts for automation solutions for all customers and prospective

customers.
For this reason, VIPA will expand the Total Solution Team and will demonstrate
its presence on the market.
The VIPA Total Solution Team is always
looking for new challenges. Do you also
have a project where you need support?

Then don`t hesitate to contact our experts.
You can reach them either by e-Mail
( Johann.Mair@vipa.de) or under the

following phone number:
+49 (0) 9132 - 744 – 0.
(Johann Mair, VIPA Controls)

Hannover trade fair 2016
US President, Chancellor and Industry 4.0
At the Hannover trade fair 2016, the leading trade fair for industry, the visitors could inform themselves about the
latest industrial trends. Under the slogan „Industry 4.0 in practice“ VIPA Controls and YASKAWA presented complete solutions consisting of drive and control technology.

The HMI 2016 took place from 25th29th April 2016. In more than 16 halls
the most important new products from
the industry were presented. This year
the opening was a big event which at
the same time led to a lot of chaos. Due
to the participation of this year’s partner
country USA the trade fair was opened
by the US-President Barack Obama and
our chancellor Angela Merkel. Such a
high-level visit required extreme security measures, so that the trade fair could
not be opened at 9 a.m. as usual but

„„

was opened to customers at 2 p.m.
As in 2015, VIPA and YASKAWA had a
joint booth which gave an overview of
our diverse product portfolio. This year’s
slogan was „Industry 4.0. in practice“.
In this regard we presented our trade fair visitors complete solutions that
consist of combined drive and control
technology. Further highlights were our
new products such as VIPA SLIO Motion Controller, the new frequency inverter generation GA700 and the completely renewed SPEED7 CPU of the 300S

WithMit5,000
5.000visitors
Besuchern
from the
auspartner
dem Partnerland
country USA,
6,000
USA, visitors
6.000 from
Besuchern
China and
aus China
30,000und
visitors
30.000
from
Besuchern
Europe
auspeak
demfigures
europäischen
were achieved.
Ausland wurden
wieder Spitzenwerte erreicht.

““

series which VIPA presented as 300S+.
As the Hannover trade fair is seen more
as the leading trade fair for industrial
technology the visitor numbers could
not be compared with those of other
trade fairs, such as the SPS IPC Drives
in Nuremberg. But also in 2016 the expectations of the HMI were completely
fulfilled. This trade fair is especially very
interesting for foreign countries, which
the following figures prove: With 5,000
visitors from the partner country USA,
6,000 visitors from China and 30,000
visitors from Europe peak figures were
achieved.
(Udo Richter, VIPA Controls)
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SPS IPC Drives Italia 2016
Visitor record in Parma
At the end of May 2016 the visitors of the SPS IPC Drives Italia in Parma could get the latest information from 674
exhibitors about the international factory automation and about the topic Industry 4.0. Of course YASKAWA, VIPA
and profichip were also among the exhibitors.

Many visitors walked through the halls
of the SPS IPC Drives Italia in Parma
(SPS Parma) from 24th - 26th May
2016. At this leading trade fair for industrial automation in Italy VIPA and YASKAWA presented their products from
the fields of Drive & Motion and Control
at a joint booth. The visitors could even
marvel at a special barkeeper in action:
a robot that mixed delicious cocktails on
request.
Of course there were also complete solutions at the booth consisting of
combined drive and control engineering. Here for example a very innovative and powerful packing machine that
was equipped with YASKAWA and VIPA
components was demonstrated.
Apart from VIPA Italia, VIPA Germany,
YASKWAWA Germany and the company ZF, which is a partner of YASKAWA in
Italy, looked after the visitors at the VIPA
and YASKAWA booth. Profichip also
took part at this three-day event.

It presented its latest products at its
own booth. One highlight of the SPS
Parma was the presentation of the new
I/O system from the well-respected Italian producer ASEM which has been developed in cooperation with VIPA. With
this year’s visitor record at the exhibition
in Parma approximately 28,614 trade
fair visitors were able to experience the
release of the new I/O system of ASEM.
As you can see from this figure the SPS
IPC Drives Italia 2016 in Parma was
very well attended. Compared with the previous
year the number of visitors even increased by 22
percent. This development
underscores the growing
interest in industrial automation in Italy.
VIPA Controls is pleased
about this very successful trade fair in Parma and
would like to thank all

guests and contributors. We are already looking forward to the next SPS IPC
Drives Italia 2017. It will take place from
23rd - 25th May 2017 in Parma.
(Andrej Suares, VIPA Controls)
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AUTOMATICA 2016
YASKAWA and VIPA Controls are represented jointly
The AUTOMATICA takes place every two years in Munich. At this automation and mechtronics
trade fair visitors can optimize their production processes together with VIPA Controls and
YASKAWA. This year it was time once more.

The AUTOMATICA opened up its doors
from 21. to 24. June 2016 and VIPA
Controls was again one of the exhibitors. In contrast to previous trade fairs
VIPA and YASKAWA were represented
jointly at one booth this year to show
the visitors the complete range of their
portfolio.

CPU and VIPA 300S and 200V - were
also demonstrated in different versions.
But also variations of HMIs, networking
solutions and motion applications were
presented as a block. This allowed a
deep insight into the entire product range especially with regard to the subject
of total solutions.

The interested visitors could therefore receive information about VIPA products and solutions but also have a look
at the comprehensive product range of
Drives & Motion and Robotics. In addition, VIPA and YASKAWA demonstrated
general system solutions of drives and
control technology.

With the board „Energy Solution“ the visitors got an additional overview about
VIPA’s clear energy management system in accordance with DIN EN ISO
50001 or DIN EN 16247-1 or could
simply „admire“ an energy saving drive
package consisting of a motor IE4+ and
a frequency inverter.

VIPAs control systems SLIO - now
e xtended with the new VIPA SLIO 013C

VIPA and YASKAWA would like to thank
their numerous visitors who were guests

Trade fairs 2017
VIPA CONTROLS

at the new exhibition booth this year.
This high number of visitors confirms
the success of the new booth concept.
We would be pleased to welcome you
at the at the VIPA/YASKAWA booth,
AUTOMTICA 2018 or at one of our other
trade fairs. The entire team is already
looking forward to your visit.
(Holger Engelhardt, VIPA Controls)

SPS IPC Drives Italia
23 - 25 May 2017
Parma, Italien

BUSINESS

MOTEK 2016
YASKAWA Robotics and VIPA Controls together at the trade fair in
Stuttgart
From 10th until 13th October 2016 the international trade fair for automation in production and
assembly MOTEK took place as in every year. VIPA Controls participated once again in this
well-attended international trade fair.

Unlike previous years, VIPA Controls
was represented this year at the b ooth
of YASKAWA Robotics in hall 7. The numerous visitors were able get an idea of
the comprehensive VIPA product range and the VIPA/YASKAWA solutions
c onsisting of drive engineering, robotics
and control technology with HMI.
Thus the entire solution of VIPA/YASKAWA was presented to visitors and

explained in detail.
The powerful CPUs of 300S and the
SLIO family, the Panel PCs, the drive
technology with Sigma 5 + 7 and robotics took center stage. The CPUs of
the VIPA 300S+ series as well as the
VIPA SLIO series - 013C, 014, 015N,
015PN and 017PN were also presented.

the numerous visitors and hope to welcome you to the MOTEK 2017 or one of
the other trade fairs again.
(Holger Engelhardt, VIPA Controls)

VIPA and YASKAWA would like to thank

Motek 2017

SPS IPC Drives 2017

09 - 12 October 2017

28 - 30 November 2017

Stuttgart

Nuremberg

We are looking forward
to your visit!
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SPS IPC Drives 2016
One booth - three divisons - one team
Performance, quality, reliability and efficiency in drive and control technology were in the
focus of VIPA and YASKAWA in 2016. Under the motto „Best in Class Products and System Solutions“ the business areas Drives & Motion, VIPA Controls and R
obotics were
represented together for the first time at a joint booth.

Trade fair highlights of VIPA Controls
The SPS IPC Drives 2016 this year took
place from 22nd – 24th November in
Nuremberg. At this trade fair the visitors
could experience a further important
integration step of VIPA Controls live.
Here are some of the trade fair highlights for you:
VIPA MICRO PLC
With the new MICRO PLC VIPA Controls
presented a very small and extremely
fast compact controller. It is revolutionary in terms of design and shows completely new paths with regard to operating and status display. With this the
MICRO PLC is the starting signal for the
new VIPA controller generation (more on

The new MICRO PLC of VIPA
Controls

memory size and additional benefits without an increase in price. The features
which are already known in the 300S
family are adopted also into the 300S+
family. In case of service the 300S CPUs
can be replaced one-to-one by successor modules (more on page 39).
VIPA SLIO 017PN
The new VIPA SLIO 017PN was also
presented at the new trade fair booth.
With this module VIPA Controls has
upgraded its product family SLIO with
regards to memory and performance. It
is a powerful platform for the latest applications and future functions and features (more on page 38).
Trade fair highlights of YASKAWA
With the latest new developments YASKAWA offers manufacturers of machines
and systems powerful system solutions
based on - amongst others - components that consistently simplify and
speed up the planning, the commissioning and operation through integrated
intelligent functions.
New frequency inverter generation
„GA700“
One example is the new frequency inverter generation „GA700“. The devices of
this series can be commissioned without any expert knowledge in a very
short time and can be operated very
easily without any previous knowledge.

page 34).
VIPA 300S+
Besides the MICRO PLC the visitors
were able get an impression of the new
system family 300S+. With this the product family 300S has been upgraded
considerably and finally replaced. The
VIPA 300S+ CPUs have increased in

The requirement for this are given for
example through the new operating field
with a clearly simplified user surface and
functions for an interactive commissioning and new intuitive PC tools, Smartphone apps and cloud services for parameter management and -backup.

The new VIPA SLIO 017PN

On the hardware side power clamps according to European standards simplify
the installation. The mounting surface of
the new devices is up to 40% smaller
compared with the previous models.
So the GA700 series is one of the most
compact inverters of its class on the
market. In addition the devices are stackable without any space between and
The new frequency inverter generation „GA700“ of YASKAWA

BUSINESS

„All three divisons would like to thank all the contestants and visitors for a successful SPS IPC Drives 2016.“

offer an optimum platform for compact
machines and systems.
New models of the Sigma-7 servo
drives
Also the new Sigma-7 servo drives for
200V and 400V guarantee a consistently time saving commissioning and
at the same time offer a high production output with maximum reliability.
For the configuration of Motion Control
functions in the PLC controller the Sigma-7 portfolio was integrated into the
VIPA engineering tool SPEED7 Studio.
As the latest innovation 400V double axis modules are also available for

Sigma-7. The control of two motors by
an amplifier reduces the space requirement in the control cabinet and machine
for one. And for another, considerable
energy savings can be achieved for special applications.
All three divisions would like to thank
all contributors and visitors for a successful SPS IPC Drives 2016. Our new
trade show appearance is also available

under youtube.com/VipaGermany.
At the SPS IPC Drives 2017 we are again
represented with many new p
roducts
and solutions.
The entire team is looking forward to
welcoming you to the booth 340 in hall
7 as our guest.

The 400-V servo drives of the
series Sigma-7 of YASKAWA

„

Performance, quality, reliability and
efficiendy in drive and control technology
were in the focus of VIPA and YASKAWA in
2016.

“
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YASKAWA and VIPA also a
team abroad
Incorporation of the agencies abroad and new branch in Poland
Besides the increasing integration of VIPA within the YASKAWA concern, since December 2015 the VIPA
branches abroad have already merged with the YASKAWA country representatives and the distribution
partners have begun to optimize. In addition, the first joint branch office in Poland was established –
YASKAWA Polska.

The integration of the VIPA branch offices into the YASKAWA country representatives already started in December
last year. VIPA Spain was the first and
became YASKAWA Iberica. The integration of VIPA France into YASKAWA
France followed in June 2016. Finally
in September 2016 VIPA Benelux was
integrated into YASKAWA Benelux. In
addition YASKAWA, together with VIPA
Controls, established a new country representation in Breslau (Poland).
Founding YASKAWA Polska Sp. z o. o.
On 18th March 2016, after a long period
of planning and preparation the establishment of YASKAWA Polska was officially sealed with entry into the Polish
commercial register. The inauguration
took place on13th May 2016, with many

guests from politics and the economy
as well as many customers.

we can have a strong proposition to offer to the Polish market.“

„We are looking forward to having our
own YASKAWA branch office in the dynamically growing market of Poland.“,
said Manfred Stern, CEO of YASKAWA
Poland and CEO and President of YASKAWA Europe GmbH.

„From the outset, the branch office will
use the synergy of the entire YASKAWA
product portfolio and configure and offer complete solutions with VIPA PLCs,
VIPA HMIs and I/Os, machine controllers, servo motors, frequency inverters,
medium-voltage inverters and MOTOMAN robots“.

„It is important for us to be close to our
customers and not only to offer them a
competent sales team in Poland from
the very beginning but also intensive application counseling, competent
commissioning support and furthermore
a local training center for robots, Drives
& Motion and VIPA controllers. We are
convinced that together with our local
sales partners and system integrators

Pictures: YASKAWA

Inauguration of YASKAWA Polska.

BUSINESS

Press conference on the occasion of the
opening of YASKAWA Polska.

The new establishment in Poland YASKAWA Polska.
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Team USA celebrates their 18th anniversary. f.l.t.r.: Thomas Kosse,
Kerri Kosse, Michelle Restall, Suzanne Guinn, Carlos Estrada

18 Years of VIPA Controls
America
VIPA USA is more than well established
Recently VIPA USA celebrated its 18th birthday in Alpharetta (Georgia). It all started with a meeting at the German-American Chamber of Commerce in Atlanta, in July of 1998.

The German VIPA GmbH recognized the
importance of the American market and
Atlanta as an ideal hub for this endeavor. Mr. Wolfgang Seel, founder of VIPA,
and Mr. Bob Linkenbach met with Mr.
Thomas Kosse, by chance a native from
Erlangen, Germany, only 10 miles away
from the VIPA GmbH headquarters.
Thomas Kosse already had lived in Atlanta for 10 years and could provide experience VIPA GmbH was looking for.
Success story
Now, 18 years later, VIPA USA is successfully established. From the United
States office, over 1000 customers
have been served. Customer orders
vary from individual sales in the 6-digits,
down to a one-time sale of a 300V bus

connector. The team making this success possible consists of Thomas Kosse, Carlos Estrada (Support Engineer),
Michelle Restall (Sales Administration),
Stephanie Goins (Marketing) and Suzanne Guinn (Customer Service).
Broad customer base
VIPA Controls America as VIPA GmbH
partner for North & Central America is
continuously growing the customer base
and building sales channels through
distributors, system integrators and
manufacturer representatives, depending on the customer base in each state
or country. In addition, VIPA Controls
America is supported through its own
customer friendly website, SEO, email
campaigns, table top shows, lunch &

„„

Our success mainly is based on
five pillars: products, people, place,
performance and persistence.

“

learns or one-on-one sales calls. With
so many avenues to maintain, no day is
ever boring.
VIPA USA’s customer base is broad. It
comprises Electron Accelerator Systems Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM), Water/Sewage Municipals, Steel
Fabrication Systems OEM, Printing
Press OEM, Gas Turbine Air Flow OEM
or Turbine Components OEM, just to

BUSINESS

name a few.
New office building
To serve their customers even better, in
March VIPA USA moved to a new location in Alpharetta (Georgia) and in the late
fall it will add another office space to be
utilized for training and demo purposes.
The first training courses have been
lined up for October already.
Distributor of the Year
In 2015, VIPA Controls America received
the Distributor of the Year award. “We
are very proud of the award, because it
shows that we have been doing a good
job over all the years,” Thomas Kosse
remarked. “Our success mainly is based on five pillars: products, people,
place, performance and persistence.
At the end of the day, our customers
are extremely happy about our speed,
how fast we deliver (often same-day)
and our service, how fast we respond
to any customer request, even on the
weekends. Our customers know that
we listen and care about them, which
we often hear is a rarity in the industrial
automation market”.

and the Ladder logic programming
feature, which is a must for the American market due to the overwhelming
presence of Allen-Bradley, our goal is
to penetrate the American market even
further”. VIPA USA is looking forward to
ever growing success over the next 18
years.

“Upon the release of SPEED7 Studio

(Thomas Kosse, VIPA USA)

The new office building in Alpharetta (Georgia)

Thomas Kosse, CEO of VIPA USA
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New contact persons in the
VIPA sales and distribution
Staff changes and promotion
Dear customer, to update you with regard to staff changes at VIPA Controls
sales and distribution, we would like to inform you in the following articles about
our new and existing contact persons.

Harald Benkert, Global Sales Director &
member of the company management
Harald Benkert has been sales and marketing
manager of VIPA since December 2015. He
has more than 20 years of experiences in sales and management as a Global Sales Director
in different organizations of the ABB concern.
Harald Benkert took over this positon from
Bob Linkenbach who was appointed Managing
D irector of VIPA. As a member of the c
 ompany
management Harald Benkert is 
repsonsible
for the areas sales, marketing, key account

 anagement as well as application and serm
vices. First and foremost he dedicates his spare
time to his family and friends.
„I am looking forward to the new tasks in a
very dynamic environment and to contribute
to a further successful development of VIPA
Controls. Together with YASKAWA we are very
well positioned and the market offers us great
growth potentials.“, Harald Benkert said at an
internal presentation.

PERSONALIA

Udo Richter, International Key Account
Director & Sales Manager Germany
Udo Richter has been an inherent part of VIPA
for 13 years. He started as a Key Account Manager in 2003 and was mainly responsible for
customers in the filling and packaging industry
as well as in the conveyor technology and intra
logistics. In 2011 he took over the Key Account
Management and internationalized it. Since
May 2016 he has additionally been the person

responsible for sales in Germany consisting of
three distribution areas and internal sales. His
hobbies are playing tennis and his family.
„I am looking forward to continuing on the
successful path at VIPA also with the new

tasks and to create these tasks successfully
together with my long-term colleagues.“, Udo
Richter said as the new Sales Manager Germany.

Holger Engelhardt, Area Sales Director South & Assistant Sales Manager
G ermany
Holger Engelhardt has already been working
for 18 years at VIPA. He has started his e
 mployment in 1998 as a sales engineer for the
Southern German area. From 2004 until 2011
he was the regional manager for the sales
area of Southwestern Germany. After that, he
was appointed regional sales manager South,
taking over the entire responsibility for VIPA
sales in South Germany. Since May 2016 he

Kamil Kowalski, Area Sales Director East
Kamil Kowalski started at VIPA in February 2013
as an extra-occupational student in the internal
sales service. After his successful international
degree in „International Management & Economics“ he started his job as a sales engineer for
the Southern Bavarian region in December 2014.
Since September 2016, he has taken over entire
responsibility for VIPA sales in Eastern Germany.
After work he finds relaxation in football, traveling and extending his house. Now and then he

has been assistant sales manager Germany.
Holger Engelhardt has a great passion for
nature and an enthusiastic hunter. He also

loves the Tuscan countryside where he has
travelled with his family for many years.
„It is a pleasure to show the market new paths
with VIPA and YASKAWA products, together
with a very good team. Together we are very
well positioned to continue to be successful
in the future“, Holger Engelhardt said, at his
appointment to assistant sales manager Germany.

 rives to the beautiful Schliersee - where he
d
lived for five years - to relax and to meet old
friends.
„I am looking forward to good team work,
many projects, new tasks and challenges.“,
Kamil Kowalski said when he was appointed
area sales director eastern region.

Wolfgang Weigl, Head of the internal
sales department

time. He also enjoys getting to know new people and his family is his first priority.

Wolfgang Weigl has been working for VIPA
for seven years now. He started in February
2009 as an employee in the internal sales
department. In 2015 he was appointed team
leader for the sales area South of this department. Since 2016 he has been team leader
for the entire internal sales department. Wolfgang Weigl also takes care of all aspects of
the sales force and is personnel manager for
eight employees. He is a great soccer fan
and s upports FC Bayern Munich in his leisure

Asked what his targets were in his new position Wolfgang Weigl said: „I want to build up
and develop a powerful internal sales team.
We will increase our technical and sales competences and achieve the goals set. With this
new position I am able to develop professionally as well as personally“.
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f.l.t.r.: Felix Heider, Fabian Meier and Laura Mönch

Digging deeper
With the VIPA Controls apprentices: Laura Mönch, Fabian Meier and Felix Heider

Questions &
Answers
Please introduce yourself briefly.
Fabian Meier: My name is Fabian Meier. I am currently learning the occupation of “Electronics technician for devices
& systems” at the Herzogenaurach
plant of VIPA GmbH and I am in my first
apprenticeship year. My hobbies are
playing soccer, meeting up with friends
and partying.
Laura Mönch: My name is Laura
Mönch. I am currently being trained for
the occupation of “Electronics technician for devices & systems” at the Herzogenaurach plant of VIPA GmbH and
I am in my first apprenticeship year. In
my free time, I like to play soccer with
my club.
Felix Heider: My name is Felix Heider.
I am currently doing an apprenticeship
as a “Computer technician specializing
in systems integration” at the Herzogenaurach plant of VIPA GmbH and I am

in my first apprenticeship year. I am very
interested in computers, technology,
music and art.
What department are you in and
what are your tasks?
Fabian Meier & Laura Mönch: We are
in the Testing department. We are not
yet doing anything for the business itself or for VIPA, i.e. we do not yet have
any fixed tasks. However, what we do
receive, for example, is an assembly kit
with tasks that we then have to perform.
In this way, we can practice the basics
for our training occupation “Electronics
technician for devices & systems”, e.g.
how to install a switch. We are thus increasing our basic knowledge day by
day and learning new things all the time.
Felix Heider: I am in the IT department.
My main tasks include inventorying new
devices, setting up PCs, notebooks,
cell phones and servers and maintaining
these systems. I help my colleagues if
they have problems with their PCs, for
example. A classic case is a monitor that
no longer works. I am also responsible

for maintenance of the IT infrastructure
in general. This involves software updates, for example, or the rollout of a
new Office package.
How exactly is your apprenticeship
structured?
Fabian Meier & Laura Mönch: We
received a training plan and the apprenticeship is based on that. In Testing, we
are actually only working with training
materials published by “Christiani”. We
are also given the opportunity to take a
look round other departments, such as
Test Equipment Production, Repair, Documentation and Development. Parallel
to the practical training at VIPA, we also
have two weeks of block instruction at
the vocational school in Erlangen every
three or four weeks.
Felix Heider: My apprenticeship basically follows the same pattern. I also
have a training plan and blocks of study
at the vocational school in Erlangen. I
am not in the same class as Fabian and
Laura, however, as I am learning a different training occupation. My tasks in the

PERSONALIA

Felix Heider

Fabian Meier

Laura Mönch

Training occupation
Computer technician specializing
in systems integration
Year of apprenticeship
End of first apprenticeship year
Department
IT
Location
Herzogenaurach
Hobbies
Computers, technology, music and art

Training occupation
Electronics technician for
devices & systems
Year of apprenticeship
End of first apprenticeship year
Department
Testing
Location
Herzogenaurach
Hobbies
Soccer, meeting up with friends and
partying

Training occupation
Electronics technician for
devices & systems
Year of apprenticeship
End of first apprenticeship year
Department
Testing
Location
Herzogenaurach
Hobbies
Soccer
* At the time of the interview.

IT department often bring me into other
departments and I am getting to know
many colleagues.
Why did you want to learn this training occupation?
Fabian Meier: I was in the electronics stream at technical college, where
I really enjoyed it. I have always been
interested in electronics. That is why I
wanted to stay in this field and opted
for “Electronics technician for devices &
systems”.
Laura Mönch: I was in the technical
stream at high school, where I also had
physics, and never had any real problems with the subject matter. Since I
was interested in technical occupations,
I then did internships in this field. My
father is also an electronics technician
and can show me a thing or two.
Felix Heider: I have always been interested in PCs and have also built a few
myself and tinkered with them. I then
had the opportunity to do an internship in the IT department at VIPA. I really enjoyed it and was able to start my
apprenticeship right away.
Why did you opt for an apprenticeship at VIPA?
Fabian Meier: I had several offers and
opted for VIPA, as the workplace is very
close to where I live and the others were
further away.

Laura Mönch: For me, the situation
was similar to Fabian’s. I applied locally and VIPA is very well situated for my
daily journey to work.
Felix Heider: I applied to various companies, primarily in Fürth and Nuremberg. My journey from home to work
would actually have been better there,
but then I also applied to VIPA because
the job advertisement appealed to me.
VIPA also replied within about 18 hours
and I had an interview two days later.
That is when I was given the internship
I mentioned earlier. I had practically signed my work contract before the other
companies could even invite me to an
interview.
To what extent have your expectations been met so far?
Fabian Meier: I am completely satisfied
with the apprenticeship so far. I have
also learned many new things.
Laura Mönch: I am also entirely satisfied with my apprenticeship and you really learn a lot.
Felix Heider: My expectations have
also been met so far. I am also positively
surprised because I hadn’t expected
the job to be as wide-ranging as it is. I
certainly don’t get bored.

Now second apprenticeship year.

Fabian Meier & Laura Mönch & Felix Heider: All we really did on our first
day was a guided tour of all the departments; we were introduced everywhere
and then set up our new workstations.
What do you like most so far and
what has been the most fun?
Fabian Meier: I enjoyed it most in the
Test Equipment Production department
because we were genuinely involved in
the construction of the devices, because we were able to make something for
the Testing department and because
a lot of thought had to go into these
tasks. It is not the easiest of work, but it
is really enjoyable.
Laura Mönch: Fabian is right. In the
Test Equipment Production department
you see that what you do really results
in something. I really enjoy that and the
team is also good fun.
Felix Heider: I enjoy working with IT
systems generally. We always get results here, no matter whether I set up a
new PC or solve a problem on the server. Working with other people is part
of it, too. There is always someone coming, with a question for example. It is
also nice that you don’t just sit in front of
the PC, but also have variety.
What do you not like so much?

Can you still remember your first
day?

Fabian Meier & Laura Mönch: We
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don’t much like the breaks that we sometimes have between our tasks. Time
goes really slowly when you have absolutely nothing to do for an hour or two.
But it is also understandable that we sometimes finish a task more quickly than
expected and have to wait a bit.
Felix Heider: I find it awful when computers don’t do what you want them to.
Or you want to do something specific on
a PC, but before you can do it you have
to install a driver and you then spend
two days trying to track down the driver.
That is sometimes annoying, but there
are worse things.
What was your greatest challenge
so far?
Fabian Meier & Laura Mönch: Our
greatest challenge so far was a project
for our boss. There were lots of little
details that had to be seen to and that
was very challenging for us. We had to
prepare an enormous map of the world. It was to show where our individual
components come from and from which
suppliers.
Felix Heider: My greatest challenge so
far was the planning and implementation
of a project at VIPA. The project was the
migration of Windows XP. The Windows
XP operating system had become obsolete and we still had XP clients at VIPA.
I then had to proceed in a structured
manner to make appointments with the
people who still had Windows XP and
plan how to implement everything. That
was a challenge for me as I had never
done anything like it before.
What is distinctive about the
apprenticeship at VIPA in your
opinion?
Fabian Meier: Our apprenticeship, for
example, is very varied. We are often in
different departments. Our colleagues
are all very nice and are always really
helpful.
Laura Mönch: What I personally still
like is the fact that there aren’t so many
of us apprentices. I think that if we were
a really large group, one or two people
might find themselves rather lost if they
didn’t understand something. As it is,

we can be trained better and more individually. This means that the learning
effect for us is much greater.
Felix Heider: What I also like is that the
colleagues are very helpful, both in my
own department and elsewhere. If you
have a question, everyone is very obliging and happy to help you. I generally
find the surroundings here really pleasant and that everything makes a very
friendly impression. For me, VIPA is definitely an attractive employer.
Do funny/unexpected things sometimes happen?
Fabian Meier & Laura Mönch: Yes,
funny things happen frequently in the
Test Equipment Production department.
We certainly have a lot of fun at work
and laugh a lot.
Felix Heider: There is a lot of laughter
in our department. Everyone can take
a joke and gets involved. Funny things
happen most often when someone phones and says, for example, that their
monitor doesn’t work. Then you simply go and switch the screen on. That’s
how easy it can be sometimes. Another
caller wanted a WLAN cable. One of us
then went and gave the caller a cut off
cable. So yes, funny things do happen
sometimes.
How have you personally developed
in the course of your apprenticeship?
Fabian Meier & Laura Mönch: We
have certainly acquired a lot more
knowledge through our apprenticeship.
Personally, we have become more secure and self-confident.
Felix Heider: I think that after nearly
a year of the apprenticeship, one now
feels generally a little safer in the world of work. At the beginning, everything
was completely new to us. You also get
more experienced and many things become a little easier from day to day.

would be “Sport”.
Laura Mönch: I find that vocational
school is not so dramatically difficult
that you have to say you can’t cope at
all with any subject. I actually enjoy all
the subjects. I particularly like “Sport”,
“System & hardware technology” and
“Control technology”.
Felix Heider: What I like is that we do
programming at vocational school. I had
never done that before, so it is nice to
see how it works and then learn how to
do it. My favorite subject, though, is “IT
systems”. It is a career-related subject
and is all about systems in general, for
example how computers are built, and
processors, RAM, etc.
What do you hope for from the rest
of your apprenticeship?
Fabian Meier: I hope that we will get
to see even more different departments.
The IT department would particularly interest me in order to gain more in-depth
knowledge of the subject matter. I also
hope that it will continue to be as varied.
Laura Mönch: I hope that everything
will continue to run as it has so far. I find
that the structure is good and that we
have really got used to it.
Felix Heider: For the remaining time I
hope that everything will continue to run
so smoothly, that no major problems will
arise and that I will continue to enjoy my
work. And it shouldn’t become boring,
either. After the apprenticeship, I may
even have the opportunity to take a look
at the IT departments of the other YASKAWA locations. I really hope that that
will be the case.
Why do you think one should apply
to VIPA?

What is your favorite subject at the
vocational school and why?

Fabian Meier: In my opinion, you
should apply to VIPA because the work
is enjoyable, the tasks are very varied
and the employees are very friendly.
As far as VIPA as an employer is concerned, the whole package is just right.

Fabian Meier: I don’t have a favorite
subject because my grades are all relatively good. If I had to choose one it

Laura Mönch: Everyone at VIPA is really nice and you’re not treated as just
another apprentice – they really look af-

PERSONALIA

ter you. They get actively involved with
the apprentices. If you have questions,
people are immediately ready to help.
There is great emphasis on helpfulness
at VIPA and there is a family atmosphere.
Felix Heider: I think you should apply
to VIPA because VIPA is generally an attractive employer. You are subsidized by
the company, for example, if you want
to take part in sport. As the other two
have already mentioned, the atmosphere here is really friendly, the employees
are nice and there are also good career
prospects and training opportunities in
the company.

Felix Heider: If you have problems with
anyone or anything, you should certainly
ask someone and address the issue and
not just try to overcome the problem
alone. I don’t believe anyone will think
ill of you if you go to someone with your
problem. It is definitely better than trying
for weeks to solve the problem on your
own and not getting anywhere. I think
that would then be the real problem.

Thank you very much for the interview.
We wish you all a lot of fun and success
at VIPA GmbH.

What tips do you have for new
apprentices at VIPA?
Fabian Meier: You should be open and
ask lots of questions. Everyone will help
you, no matter what it’s about.
Laura Mönch: You should also have
fun in your work and not get bogged
down in the work with the attitude of
somehow just getting through the three
years, come what may.

Did you know...?
You can also find VIPA Controls in 
social
media. We have had a very successful

p resence on various platforms since 2009.
You will currently find us on Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter and Google+. We offer
you a platform there, where you can interact
with us directly. No matter what`s on your
mind. We are available at any time and we try
to forward your request to our professionals
as soon as possible. Of course the usual way
to contact us via our support is still available
as first contact. You will find a healthy mix
of current news from VIPA/YASKAWA and

the world of automation. Here, among other
things, we will provide you with information
about our employees, our events, trade fairs,
current job vacancies and our products. Why
not come and take a look. We look forward
to your visit. And don’t forget to “like” any of
our pages that meet with your approval. You
can reach our social media profiles quickly
and easily via www.vipa.com. Simply click
on the corresponding icon.
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A Hamburger from
Herzogenaurach
Survey at VIPA Controls
The trade journal automation starts its new editorial format »Inside« with an exclusive survey at VIPA GmbH in
Herzogenaurach. This partially shows the company from a completely different view, as you - dear readers - will
find out...

Harald Benkert, Sales:
How is VIPA Controls developing economically and what are your plans for the coming 12
months?
VIPA continues to develop well. Double-digit growth rates as in the past 30 years are not feasible
every year, but we are still on track. Of course the merger of VIPA and YASKAWA brings up a lot of
work and many things have to be handled completely differently, but exactly that makes it so interesting. Up to now the merger of both companies has brought only benefits: Not only YASKAWA has
now a larger product range for its customers, but also VIPA is now represented completely in drive
technology. The target for the coming 12 months is to work closer together with our colleagues from
YASKAWA in order to offer the best solutions in control, drive and robot technologies on the market.

Sascha Isinger, Marketing & Product Management
Some wishful thinking: What news would you like to
spread about VIPA?
I would like to publish a item of news as we often did in the
past. Meanwhile unfortunately the cycles for development
have become so small that it is getting more and more difficult
to publish something unique which no one else can offer in the
automation sector. But if I had the chance then I would gladly
publish the following message: „With a new concept VIPA is
once again revolutionizing the entire automation industry.“ To
be honest: I am sure that we are not so far away from this
news.
How large would the marketing budget have to be in
order to fulfill a long-awaited wish for VIPA?
A marketing budget can never be enough, but we have learned to deal decently and sensibly with the given budget.
When I think about it now - without estimating the costs exactly up to the cent - I would like to set the tenfold budget for
marketing. What can we do with that? There are not many
wishes which still have to come true. Simply increasing and
expanding the existing projects. This includes for example a

trade fair booth that extends over several hundred square meters to present our highlights which are going to be released in
the coming months. At the same time a higher investment into
the new media would make sense.
We would like to go significantly
more into creating videos of our
products the use of them - short,
punchy videos, in many different
languages, which make it possible
for our customers to see in the easiest and fastest way how our devices can be configured. We have
many ideas.

PERSONALIA

Konstantinos Monastirlis, Customer Service:
What do you as a VIPA employee think about of being part of YASKAWA?
Personally, I am especially pleased to be part of such a large company as YASKAWA. From my point of
view VIPA made a very brave step in direction of the future and I think that every employee will benefit
from this cooperation and the increased know-how, both VIPA and YASKAWA. I especially like the
new challenges that I have to deal with every day. I am learning more and more about the products of
YASKAWA and there are always new additions for example products from the field of drive technology.
The handling of frequency inverters, servo drives and machine controllers is an additional incentive
for me. Here, I also find it exciting to answer customer requests in first level support. We always want to satisfy our customers
completely.

Thomas Zauner,

Simon Schlereth, Development:

Marketing & Product Management:

Every day, you busy yourself with the „all-in-one device
suitable for every purpose“. What specification would
you be most pleased about if you didn`t have to take
this into consideration during development?
From the developers point of view, for the implementation of
the „all-in-one device suitable for every purpose“ it is vitally
important not only to know the customer requirements exactly but also to understand them
very well. The same is true in
every other successful company, VIPA also has a well
established product management which deals with many
customer areas. Here, I would
like clear statements about
customers’ wishes, application
and deployment options from
the product management which is the interface between
customer and the development department. The consideration of clear customer demands means that the customer will
be satisfied with the implemented features. And this motivates and reassures us in development department.

Which product and what solution from the VIPA portfolio is your personal favorite and why?
It is always difficult to pick out a single product as we are
always working on numerous new products and exsiting subjects as well as on current and
future solutions. However I would
say that the system MICRO is my
current favorite. Here a complete
new system is a „fledgling“ where
function and innovation as well as
new and tried and tested literally
combine in the smallest space to
something completely new.

Stefan Scholze, Production:
How can work and private life be reconciled at VIPA?
VIPA as an innovative company is in an agile environment. This is not a nine-to-five job and is demanding in a positive way. Work-life-balance is promoted actively at VIPA. VIPA provides appropriate
conditions and resources that support an optimal interplay of professional and private life. It starts
with flexible weekly hours of work, corresponding freedom and offers professional training programs
up to uncomplicated and realizable parental leave. Home office is also a good option at VIPA when
it fits in with the job requirements. Besides this, VIPA offers many events, such as the annual summer party with family and joint sporting activities. These are just a few of the many components that
make up the whole package.
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Laura Wildner, Marketing & Product Management:
What is the importance of sport and sport sponsorship at VIPA?
Sport and the sport sponsorship are very important at VIPA. Even from the fact that many of our employees do sport in their free time and also represent the company in diverse sporting events such
as the VIPA-Speed7-Racing, B2Run, Roth Challenge or the Runterra. The support of regional sports
is particularly important for us. For this reason we launched, for example, the „VIPA HerzoCross“ in
2011. At this cross duathlon everything is about running and cycling.
How important is the VIPA Journal SPEED for you?
The VIPA Journal SPEED is a very important tool for our company communication. It is a link between VIPA and our existing and new customers. With SPEED we want our customers to participate
in our company, to involve them in our operating activities. We want to inform them about new products, for example, impart knowledge and to entertain them with our sporting activities.

Laura Mönch, Apprentice in the

Sabine Schlegel,

2nd year in the production:

Financial Accounting:

How are you now? Does VIPA
do enough for you with regard
to your apprenticeship? Are
you well prepared for your job?
I’m fine. Yes, I am very satisfied
with my apprenticeship at VIPA.
My expectations have been completely fulfilled. A lot is explained
in detail and every employee has
a sympathetic ear. By working in
many different departments we get
a very good insight into the working environment and can gain
a lot of experience that will help us in our future working life.

Would you please tell us a
joke?
Teacher: Dear children, what is
white and has two legs?
Susi: A goose.
Teacher: Right, Susi. Very good!
But it could be also a swan. But I
like the way you are thinking.
Teacher: And what is black and
has four legs?
Fritz: A dog.
Teacher: Right, Fritz. Very good! It
could also be a cat, but I like the way you are thinking.
Teacher: Do you have another comparison?
Max raises the hand and asks: What is hard and dry when you
put it in and slippery when you take it out?
The teacher slaps him.
Max: Right! Very good! It could also be a chewing gum. But I
like the way you are thinking.

Susanne Küfner,
Organisation and Planning:
At 28th April 2016 was Girls’ Day and VIPA participated
for the second time. What is your conclusion?
After taking part in Girls’ Day twice our conclusion is consistently positive. The event has established itself as a permanent instrument in our long-term marketing activity for the
professions „Electronics engineer for devices and systems“
and „Qualified IT specialist for system integration“. We invite the girls without any age restriction and start our journey
through the different departments in a very mixed group. The
experts from our departments have the opportunity to exchange their knowledge from many years of profession with the
young people. The promotion of our values and interests and
the encouragement to openness and exchange are part of

our concept. We are also very
pleased that we are able to
reach people from the local
schools as well as from other
places. This resonance confirms that we will continue to
participate in Girls’ Day.

PERSONALIA

Günter Ferstl, Financial Accounting:
How many trainees apply per year and how many of them start an apprenticeship at VIPA?
The number of the applications depends on the number of apprenticeship training positions offered
and the departments for which we require trainees. In 2016 we were searching for a trainee for a
position that requires training as a „Trader for office management“ and received 65 applications. It is
important for us to offer quality in the training as well and to be able to take over all trainees at the
end of the day.
A manufacturer of cables in Stuttgart also offers refugees training positions. Would this
also be an option for VIPA?
In principle we have nothing against this. The precondition however, is very good German - depending on the training position - and good English as well as a school leaving certificate comparable to
secondary school level.

Matthias Kahl, IT:
What websites are visited
most by VIPA employees and
why?
For legal reasons the pages viewed by our employees are not
logged. In general we use relevant
pages on the internet to find fast
and targeted help to our professional questions and tasks, to find
and exchange information, and
to help our clients in forums. Current information about the
company, new employees, sporting events, processes and
templates are offered on our intranet pages. Here the most
important page - depending on the position of the sun - is the
menu of our canteen.

Karin Mayer, Reception:
What guests have you especially wondered about and
why?
I remember three guests in particular: The first one was an electronics
salesman who only wanted to talk
with a man. The second one was
a policeman who enquired about
a car driver and who looked like
a member of a rocker gang. The
last one was a customer who forgot the name of the VIPA sales representative with whom he had an
appointment. He described him as
extremely handsome, likeable, very friendly, young man with
a light accent.

Teodros Taddse, Canteen:
Around 440 VIPA and profichip employees can choose
from three dishes daily at lunch time - besides salads,
soups and beverages. What is the colleagues’ favorite
dish?
Hamburgers which they can create themselves. The classic
dish „Schnitzel with French fries“
is in second place closely followed
by salmon filet with Teriyaki sauce.
In fourth place the noodles buffet which is characterized by homemade pasta. In the next three
places are fillet of pork with pasta,
all dishes from the barbecue and
curry sausage with French fries.
The sweet apricot dumpling with
vanilla sauce rounds up the eight
most popular dishes.

Antonio Wildner,
Facility Management:
Where does VIPA produce the most garbage?
In the warehouse. This is mainly
due to the numerous deliveries that
produce the most rubbish through
packaging
materials,
cardboard
packaging and wooden pallets. This
kind of „rubbish“ is recycled as raw
material in the industry as we collect
these materials in the warehouse.
The most residual waste is produced
in the employees’ offices and in the
canteen where there is a lot of food
packaging.

This survey was already published in the a utomation 5/16, Oct. 2016, text: Joachim Vogl, automation, pictures: VIPA Controls
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Brazilian engineer in
Frankonia
„I could eat Schäufele every day!“
He left his homeland, his family and friends in sunny Brazil in order to find his professional happiness in G
 ermany.
Vitor Pfeifer has started his professional life with VIPA Controls in Herzogenaurach and talks about Brazil, about
his new life in Germany and about VIPA in an interview with SPEED.

Hello Vitor, please briefly introduce
yourself.

in product positioning, bench marking
and in analyzing the competitors.

Vitor Pfeifer: Hi everybody, my name is
Vitor Pfeifer, I am 27 years old and come
from Brazil. I’m a mechanical engineer
and have been living in Germany for six
months. I like Germany very much and I
am happy to be here.

How do you like working for VIPA
and what have you enjoyed most so
far?

Which department do you work in
and what do you do?
Vitor Pfeifer: I am in product
management. Here I support my team

Vitor Pfeifer: I really enjoy working
for VIPA. The work is great! I have a
lot of freedom and the right amount of
c hallenges.
What has been the most fun so far?
Crossing the finishing line with my
c olleagues in the Runterra. We were


covered with mud from head to toe.
Why did you want to work in
Germany for VIPA?
Vitor Pfeifer: I already did an internship
at VIPA two years ago and was
impressed by the atmosphere. M oreover
there is no better country for engineers
than Germany.

PERSONALIA

Do you like it in Germany? What do
you like at most about Germany?

Is it easy for you to learn German?
How do you like our language?

Vitor Pfeifer: I love Germany e
 specially
for the obvious things like safety. But
I like at most the Frankonian dishes. I
could eat Schäufele every day!

Vitor Pfeifer: Unfortunately not. The
German language is very complex but
this is exactly why I like this language.
What is your favorite German dish?

What do you miss at most about
Brazil?
Vitor Pfeifer: Of course I am miss my
family and friends the most, but also the
beach and the open shops opening on
Sundays.
What did you do first when you
moved here?
Vitor Pfeifer: Do you really have to ask
that? First I drank some German beer!
What has been your nicest
experience in Germany?
Vitor Pfeifer: The Erlanger Bergkirchweih! I think it is much better than
the Brazilian carnival!

* At the time of the interview.
Product Manager since March 2017.

Vitor Pfeifer: Nothing is better than
Schäufele. But I prefer it without
d umplings.
What is your favorite Brazilian dish?
Vitor Pfeifer: My favorite dish is our
Brazilian national dish Feijoada. This is
a bean stew with different kinds of meat
and many more ingredients. I also like
the Brazilian barbecue with Brazilian
beef very much.
What are your hobbies?
Vitor Pfeifer: I am a CrossFitter. CrossFit is a trend sport from America. Here
you train strength, endurance, coordination and mobility in a so called CrossFit-Box which provides the training

equipment. Unfortunately I could not
find such a box close to my apartment in
Germany. For this reason I started with
Freeletics. Freeletics is similar to CrossFit, only without equipment. Only your
own body is required for the t raining.
What do you like to achieve at
VIPA?
Vitor Pfeifer: After my first year at VIPA
in the product management I would be
happy to get my limited term contract
extended. My aim is to continue to support the product management team and
to assume more responsibility in the
future in order to develop my personal
and professional life.*
Which city should definitely be visited in Brazil?
Vitor Pfeifer: This is a very difficult
question. Brazil has many beautiful
cities. But São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
Florianópolis, Salvador and Natal should
be visited without fail.
Vitor, thank you very much for this
interview. We wish you lots of fun and
success at VIPA Controls.
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The new VIPA MICRO PLC
Up to date, compact and fast
With VIPA MICRO, VIPA Controls presents a very compact and extremely fast micro control system. The design
has a definite wow-factor and it opens up completely new paths as regards operating and status display. Thus
the VIPA MICRO PLC is the starting signal for the new VIPA Controls controller generation. The sales launch will
be in January 2017.

With its introduction the new MICRO
PLC from VIPA Controls launches a new
product series and again raises the segment of the VIPA micro controllers to a
new level. Designed as a stand-alone
PLC it stands out because of its modern design, its compact size, its high
performance, and its high channel density. Thus the user receives a multiplicity
of performance in a very small space
and at a very attractive price. The new
MICRO PLC will replace the well-proven
but aging System VIPA 100V.
Design revolution
The design of the MICRO PLC contains

a new display and operating concept
that enables the user to see the essential control information of the system at
a glance. For this, display and operating elements deliberately concentrate
on the essentials that are required in
practice. The result is an up-to-date and
functional design which is unique in the
world of automation.
The new MICRO PLC – as the name
suggests – is extremely compact. New
solutions are therefore offered with regard to performance and space requirements and the optimization of size and
the total costs. With a width of less than

72 millimeters the VIPA MICRO PLC is
up to 50% smaller than typical micro
controllers.

Fast, faster, MICRO
In combination with this compactness
the uniqueness of the new MICRO
PLC is based on SPEED7 technology for the highest clock rates and fast
program processing. With this, it makes fast processing possible, e.g. for
precise positioning and diverse control
tasks. Additional speed benefits allow a
fast backplane bus transmission of 48
Mbit/s. With the CPU performance of

up to 8 modules
removable plug with
Push-in technology for
installation without tools

10-20x times faster than
usual controllers thanks to the
latest SPEED7 technology

connectable

+
+

100% remanent and
expandable memory

+

+
+

active Ethernet
connection with
i ntegrated switch

+
very fast
backplane bus

+

up to 50% less volume

PRODUCT NEWS

a “large” CPU, the MICRO PLC is the
fastest micro controller on the current
controller market.
High channel density
An additional plus factor is the high
channel density of the MICRO PLC.
With 30 integrated digital and analog I/O
channels on board it offers multifarious
usage options as a stand-alone CPU
too, and can be expanded with up to
eight modules. For the product launch
there will be digital modules (16 DI, 16
DO, 16 DIO and 8 DO relay) available
which will be expanded continuously by
all well-established types of modules.
By maximum module expandability, the
user has up to 160 I/O channels available for his automation tasks.
Firm hold by spring terminal
t echnology
The connection plugs of the MICRO
PLC are individually detachable and therefore suitable for the pre-wiring in the
series launch. Equipped with the convenient push-in technology they can be
mounted and replaced quickly and easily, and without tools. This reduces the
down-times of the plants and systems
and speeds up maintenance. In addition
the plugs have spring terminals which
not only allow easy wiring but also withstand every vibration. This makes
the re-tightening of screw connections
unnecessary.
Diagnosis made easily
The allocation of the I/O display LEDs
directly on the appropriate plug connection allows the user an easy and clear
allocation of the channel status even
at such a high channel density. Additionally VIPA Controls offers the
user an easy and up-to-date diagnosis access via an optional bluetooth adapter. This enables fast and
easy access to the visualization and
operation via commercial smart phones and tablets as well as detailed
diagnosis. This is even easier with the
new free VIPA app. Moreover, the app
is a compact collection of information
which is provided on the VIPA homepage and offers direct and uncomplicated access to further information about
the respective product at VIPA Controls.

Interfaces, communication and
memory
There is an active 2-port-switch for online access, programming, and communication. This switch is prepared
for future applications of PROFINET
- PROFINET Ready. So the functional
range of the MICRO PLC can simply
be extended by further planned features such as PROFINET support or
webserver by means of a firmware
update.
The new CPU communicates via
Ethernet TCP/IP (open communication, ModbusTCP etc.) as standard. The user has also the option
of using the PROFIBUS slave function,
PtP and MPI with an expansion module.
Further functionalities of the SLIO system such as larger memory or field bus
connections can be enabled if necessary using the multiple award-wining
VIPA Set Card (VSC), which is unique in
the world of automation.
In the basic version, the MICRO PLC
has 64 kByte work memory which can
be expanded up to max. 128 kByte via
VSC. A big advantage of the MICRO
PLC, and of all current VIPA CPUs, is
the fully remanent memory. Data and
status are therefore saved in the event
of a power failure and no further safety measures are necessary. On the one
hand this simplifies the program structuring and on the other hand it is an
additional big benefit for producers and
operators.
Target application
The new MICRO PLC can be used as a
high-performance, small or micro controller in both serial and special machine construction as well as central or
decentralized control in the field of plant
construction. Of course, because of its
compact construction size it is perfectly
suitable for the building automation and
the installation in sub-distributors.

VIPA APP

M13

M09

•• QR code scanner for
MICRO modules
•• Access to the webpage of
the new VIPA MICRO PLC via
bluetooth
•• Integrated SLIO configurator
•• Access to news and product
information of VIPA Controls
(data sheets and manuals as
PDF)
•• Fast and easy contact to VIPA
support and sales
•• Worldwide support and
partner contact
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VIPA SLIO 013C
The upper class of the compact CPUs – small, fast and efficient!
With the new VIPA SLIO 013C VIPA Controls sets completely new standards especially in speed and compact design. Exactly one year after its market launch, VIPA Controls would like to raise the standard again and provide
the user with further features. This new version has been available since the SPS IPC Drives 2016.

New features
Just in time for the SPS IPC Drives 2016,
the VIPA SLIO 013C provides brand new
features for the user: two acitve (open
communication, ModbusTCP etc.) and
four passive (PG/OP) Ethernet connections, PROFINET-Ready (prepared for a
following feature update), DHCP support as well as PROFIBUS master functionalities. With these additional features - in addition with further currently
developed and planned - the user gets
more options to equip their installations
with the highest performance even in
the smallest space.

Also the option to configure the work
memory and the fieldbus connection
for operation when required by means
of the VIPA Set Card (VSC) within seconds was taken over into this compact
CPU. In the basic version the work memory is 64 kByte and can be expanded
up to max. 128 kByte. As load memory
128 kByte are integrated. Additionally
64 modules are stackable at the SLIO
compact CPU which can be chosen by
the user from the entire range of SLIO
module types. Meanwhile this range has
more than 100 different modules. So all
special demands can be covered.

VIPA SLIO 013C
The VIPA SLIO 013C combines a CPU
with integrated SPEED7 technology and
30 digital and analog input or output
channels and special channels for technologically special functions in a single
housing. The comprehensive interfaces
that are standard with SLIO CPUs, the
extremly fast backplane bus and the
stable mounting on a 35mm DIN rail are
also available at the CPU 013C.

The SLIO compact CPU is especially
suitable for application in very small or
medium sized facilities and machineries
- especially where the onboard I/Os already cover many requirements .

All highlights at a
glance:
•• Space saving, compact design
•• The high performance SPEED7
t echnology allows fast processe,
precise positioning and various control
tasks
•• Extremely fast backplane bus of 48
MBit/s
•• CPU with all SLIO modules up to max.
64 modules expandable
•• 30 integrated in- and outputs
•• 2-port Ethernet switch (PROFINET-
Ready)
•• 2 active (open communication,
ModbusTCP etc.) and 4 passive (PG/
OP) Ethernet connections
•• DHCP support
•• Flexible memory and fieldbus configuration (PROFIBUS master/slave) by
means of the VIPA SET Card (VSC)
•• RS485 interface for MPI, PtP (Modbus RTU, ASCII, STX/ETX, USS,
3964R etc.) and the optional use of the
PROFIBUS-DP master/slave function

VIPA SLIO 013C

PRODUCT NEWS

VIPA SLIO Motion Controller
Motion Control – newly interpreted
The VIPA SLIO Motion Controller combines the know-how of VIPA Controls in the field of PLC control technology
with YASKAWAs know-how in the field of motion control. This allows a direct implementation of motion control
functions in the PLC controller. For this single source solution three new SLIO motion modules are available which
additionally extend the motion control options.

New motion modules
The new SLIO motion modules – DC
motor, PulseTrain and stepper – together with the VIPA SLIO Motion Controller create the best precondition for
the users in order to implement motion
control projects.
The SLIO DC motor module allows the
direct operation of two DC motors including the option of an encoder evaluation. This is also offered by the new
SLIO Pulse Train module besides the
connection of a drive inverter. With the
last one of the three new modules - the
SLIO stepper module - the user has the
option of operating stepper motors with
simple encoder feedback. Through these new SLIO motion modules the motion control functions have been exten-

VIPA SLIO Motion Controller

ded with a PLC and therefore open up
completely new deployment options.
VIPA SLIO Motion Controller
The VIPA SLIO Motion Controller consists of three components: the VIPA
SLIO 015N, the Sigma-7 servo drive series and the programming and configuration tool SPEED7 Studio. The motion
controller offers the standard functionalities of the VIPA SLIO 015N, this means PG/OP communication, function
blocks, supported protocols of Ethernet
communication and the configuration of
the CPU via the VIPA Set Card (VSC).
The communication between the CPU
and the drive modules is established via
EtherCAT.

All highlights at a
glance:
•• One CPU for standard and m otion control applications
•• EtherCAT master fully integreted
•• Tried and tested SPEED 7 technology
for the highest clock rates
•• Cycle synchronous and multi-axis applications via EtherCAT
•• Programmable with SPEED7 Studio
•• Highly flexible and modular system
•• Solutions for control and drive parts
from a single source
•• 3 new motion modules: DC motor
module, PulseTrain module and stepper
module
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VIPA SLIO 017PN
More memory and performance in the control cabinet
To take the current and future developments in the field of technology and innovation into account, VIPA Controls increased the memory and performance of its product family SLIO. With the new VIPA SLIO 017PN CPU VIPA
Controls offers a powerful platform for the latest applications and future functions and features for its customers. The sales launch started at the SPS IPC Drives 2016.

The new VIPA SLIO 017PN CPU is a
further development of the VIPA SLIO
015PN CPU and provides a memory
that is up to four times larger. It is perfectly suitable therefore for comprehensive and demanding user programs.
Besides the memory expansion the
017PN distinguishes itself through twice
and four times higher performance data,
more communication connections, and
a 25 to 50 percent higher CPU performance compared with the 015PN. With
this the customer has the highest performance in the middle controller segment at his disposal.
An additional special feature is that a
2-port switch for PROFINET and for
standard Ethernet is integrated in the
017PN as standard and as well as two
RS485 interfaces which are for the optional use of PROFIBUS master / slave.
In addition, the user can add up to 64
expansion modules to the new CPU and

can select from nearly 100 modules. So
there is a suitable module for each application.
All in all, the new CPU 017PN is the
“Best-in-Class” in the field of decentral control systems of the S7 segment,
with the features and performance of a
Siemens 1500 and the variability of the
system VIPA SLIO.
Target application
With its high performance and the larger memory the VIPA SLIO 017PN is
particularly suitable for the deployment
in machine and system constructions,
in building technology, and serial machines with PROFINET and/or several
Ethernet productive connections.

VIPA SLIO 017PN

All highlights at a
glance:
•• Up to 2 MB work memory
(512 – 2048 kB)
•• 25 – 50% higher CPU performance
•• 2 – 4x higher performance data
(periphery range 8 kB, bit memory 16
kB, counter/times 2048 kB etc.)
•• Two-way PROFINET switch: up to 128
devices, 768 I/O bytes, 24 productive
connections, PN V2,3
•• Two-way Ethernet switch: up to 4
productive connections (S7, open
communication)
•• In each case 8 Ethernet PG/OP
connections
•• DHCP support
•• 2x RS485 interface: MPI, USS master, ASCII, ETX/STX, 3964R, Modbus
master/slave (optional PROFIBUS
master/slave)
•• Expandable up to 64 SLIO modules
•• Programmable with SPEED7 Studio,
SIMATIC Manager and TIA Portal

PRODUCT NEWS

VIPA 300S+
Added value for this classic CPU
To take account of the latest developments on the controller market VIPA Controls has upgraded its product
family, 300S. The result is PLC CPUs in the classical S7-300 design with more memory size and other benefits
without an increase in price. On the contrary, the EtherCAT versions are up to 20 to 30 percent cheaper compared with previous versions.

Double and threefold memory expansion
The memory capacity of the integrated work memory of the VIPA 300SC
compact CPUs is being doubled in the
basic version and even tripled at the
standard and NET CPUs of the 317 series. With this we satisfy the demands
of many users to make enough memory capacity available, also for comprehensive user programs, without using
external storage media. For whom the
extended memory is still not enough he
can flexibly increase the work memory
of the VIPA 300S+ CPUS by means of
the VIPA MCC as usual. Now the VIPA
300S+ CPUs also support commercial
SD cards as an external storage media,
which offers the customer added value
as SD cards are easy to find and always
quickly available.
Front connectors are now part of
the scope of delivery
The compact CPUs of the 300S+ family are now supplied together with the
matching front connectors for the integrated I/O channels. So the user no

longer needs to worry about the amount
and type of the required front connectors. And the benefit here is that the
price of the VIPA 300S+ compact CPU
did not increase.
Revision of the integrated web
interface
The integrated web interface of the
CPUs was completely renewed with
easy diagnosis. So now it is possible
to read out and diagnose all modules
connected on the CPU. Laborious readout of errors on site is now history. One
look on the web interface and the user
can react at once.
Cost reduction in EtherCAT CPUs
To cope with the increasing importance
of the market for EtherCAT networking
in the control technology VIPA Controls is reducing the list prices of the
EtherCAT CPUs VIPA 315SN/EC / VIPA
315SN/EC ECO and VIPA 317SN/EC by
up to 20 to 30 percent and thus is offering additional incentives for this promising network technology.

The features of the well-known 300S family are also available in the 300S+ family. In addition, the CPUs of the 300S
family can be replaced one-to-one by
the CPUs of the 300S+ family in the
case of service or replacement. So, it is
possible to save costs and effort with
the new CPUs!

All highlights at a
glance:
•• Upgrading of the 300S product family
•• Double and threefold memory expansion
•• Support of commercial SD cards
•• Front connectors are now part of the
scope of delivery of the compact CPUs
•• Revision of the integrated web interface
•• Cost reduction in EtherCAT CPUs by up
to 20 to 30 percent

VIPA 300S+
standard CPU

VIPA 300S+
compact CPU
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Upgrade for VIPA
Touch Panels
To make access controls easier the
professional panels from VIPA Controls
have been equipped with an integrated
RFID reader. The new models with display sizes of 8” and 10” are available
now, and the 12 inch model will be available from December 2016. In addition,
the VIPA PanelPCs are now obtainable
in 10 inch versions.
Prof. Panels with RFID reader
The VIPA professional panels are equipped
with an integrated RFID reader. Thanks to
its easy handling, the panels are significantly
enhanced. The RFID chip for access control
is read and evaluated at short distances without contact. The data is identified in less
than a second. The configuration tool can
be used to set the existing RFID standard
and the type of transfer of the read-out serial
number.
The professional panels from VIPA Controls are available and useable with or without Movicon. For a fast integration in the
customer application ready-to-use Movicon
applications are available. An already prepared and usable Movicon application would
be for example the recipe selection, access
control etc. with central user installations
and management.
New in program: 10“ PanelPC
Due to the great success of the VIPA PanelPCs a further panel has been added to the
program. VIPA Controls now offers its proven PanelPCs as a 10” inch version. These
panels are equipped with nearly the same
technical data of the already existing display
sizes 15” and 21”.
The VIPA PanelPCs allow the user to concentrate high performance in the smallest
space and have many useful interfaces, as
well as the latest Intel Atom processor technology and a large integrated work memory.
During visualization the user has the option
of using his own programs or optionally the
latest pre-installed Movicon visualization.

SPRiPM
Energy saving drives package
The SPRiPM package is a plug-and-play combination consisting of a
YASKAWA frequency inverter and a YASKAWA permanent magnet synchronous motor which significantly exceeds the efficiency requirements
IE4 and thus guarantees a first-class efficiency even under partial load
conditions. This energy saving drive package can be combined readily
and easily with VIPA controllers and Touch Panels. So the user gets a
complete tailor-made solution from a single source and this additionally
saves plenty of time, money, and stress.

SPRiPM motor

+

=

100%
efficienc

y

Frequency inverter
A1000 / V1000

The new SPRiPM package consists
of a highly efficient IE4+ motor, an
A1000 or V1000 frequency inverter,
and an EMC filter. The frequency inverter is already pre-configured for
the motor that is in the package.
Care was taken to ensure that the
complete package is ready for use in
a remarkably short time and thereby
significantly reducing commissioning
costs.
This environment-friendly solution
exceeds the efficiency requirements
of the highest class IE4 in accordance with IEC/TS 60034-31 (Super
Premium Efficiency). With this the
SPRiPM package opens new potentials for energy savings on pumps,
ventilation and further torque applications that are still using the
common IE1 and IE2 motors. Why

IE1
EFF2
Standard
Efficiency

should the user be satisfied with an IE3
motor if he or she can buy a package
that is at the same time more beneficial,
energy saving, and future safe?
For the user, the investment in the
SPRiPM package is also recouped
quickly. Often pay-off is already within
two years after the setup of the drive
package and the efficiency requirements are still easily met. This not only
protects the environment but also your
wallet.
To complete the SPRiPM package VIPA
offers the appropriate Touch Panels and
controllers for a complete solution from
a single source. Here the VIPA SLIO
CPUs or the VIPA 300S CPUs represent

IE4+

IE2
EFF1

IE3

High
Efficiency

Premium
Efficiency

IE4

Super Premium
Efficiency
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the best combination options with the
drive package.

 asily link the VIPA controllers with the
e
documentation.

In addition, VIPA offers this package as an all-round, worry-free package. This means that the customer is
supported during commissioning and

sample p
 rograms are provided for Modbus RTU, PROFINET and PROFIBUS to

The user receives a tailor-made complete solution from a single source, he saves time and costs, and contributes to
the reduction of CO2 emissions.

All benefits at a
glance:
•• Environmentally friendly
•• Less energy consumption
•• Low costs & fast pay off
•• Time saving installation
•• Space saving (up to 50% smaller)
•• Less weight
•• Easy handling of the package
•• All-round carefree package from VIPA

Energy Management
New edition of the successful energy management system
The new development of the VIPA energy management system
(EnMS) is based on the latest technology and was re-developed by
VIPA Controls from scratch. Numerous product changes considerably increases the benefit of this solution package and enlarges
the universal applicability. The new EnMS is now available.

Clearly improved Performance data
The number of evaluable measuring
points has been increased of previously 256 to now max. 1008 whereas
the number of the measuring is scalable from 32 up to 1008 in steps of 4
measuring points. Besides the deployment on VIPA hardware, this solution
package can now be installed on every
PC, server or a virtual device provided
by the customer with Windows 7 or
Windows 10 operating system in the
64Bit version. The browser based reporting is already prepared and the user
can customize the reporting templates
in any standard browser according to
his requirements. The generated reports
can be exported as an excel or PDF file
for further processing and evaluation.
Alarms of communication or limit value
infringements can now be also sent by
email.
Optimale usage in conbination with
VIPA controllers
With the redevelopment of VIPA EnMS,
now it is easy to collect energy and process data directly from the connected

controller via an Ethernet interface. So
energy unit costs and other values of
the energy consumption can be identified.
Furthermore the EnMS can be expanded by the optional load management
module for intelligent switch on/off of
the energy users. Up to 16 controllers
can be integrated via Ethernet and the
PG/OP interfaces. So, the existing control technology and networking can be
used for load management. As an initial
help there are example projects available for the user.
Up to 200 cost centers and 20 types of
energies can be managed in the easiest
way and are taken account of in the
subsequent evaluation.
Fast and easy to ISO50001 standard
Easy
parametrizing
instead
of
time-consuming programming is perfectly suitable to cover the ISO50001 standard. Existing measurement and control
technology including the bus systems of
different manufacturers can still be used
and integrated cost-efficiently.

Transparent calculation of EnMS
The costs for integration of VIPA EnMS
are transparent from the beginning and
allow precise calculation. The system
is completely competitive with reference to the costs per point of measurement incl. evaluation and reporting. In
the re-developed version the evaluation
is part of the system and doesn´t have
to be programmed separately. This also
simplifies access for those users who
are dealing with this subject for the first
time. The costs for additional development environment can thus be saved.
To bring the benefits for the customer
to a common denominator: the energy costs reduce rapidly, the processes
are optimized and run energy efficiently. These are exactly the demands on
modern productions in many industries
today.
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Quality prevails
BMW factory in Regensburg
VIPA Controls guarantees trouble-free processes and has made a name as a reliable supplier of
quality products in the automobile industry.

The automobile industry is known for
its sophisticated processes, its cost
c onsciousness and high demands

placed on suppliers. Here, a company must pro- vide top efficiency to be
considered. VIPA Controls, a constant
in the field of high performance controllers, has many customers in this industry. Among them also BMW – the brand
which has a
 lready become a legend and
stands for p
 remium quality, sportiness
and innovation at the same time.
The cars are manufactured at various
locations around the globe. One of the
large production locations is in Regensburg where around 9,000 employees
produce approx. 300,000 cars per year.
Besides the production halls there are
many administrative buildings and even
a fire department of its own at this location which makes it almost seem in size
like a district in itself.
High degree of automation
To ensure that here all processes run
smoothly and the people can do their

work in a pleasant environment the facility management staff leave nothing to
chance. „We have a very high degree of
automation in the building technology so
that faults are immediately noticed and
corrected”, says Jörg Tratzl the person
responsible for planning of construction
projects at several BMW locations.
After all it is not only about whether the
heating or the lighting works - providing
the media required for production is also
one of his tasks. “Energy, cooling water or compressed air are for us the vital
functions which are indispensable for
production”, he says. Here it is all the
more important that careful selection
of the suppliers and products is made.
“We don‘t experiment but rely only on
solutions and suppliers with whom we
already had good experience“. One of
these producers is VIPA, an expert for
controllers from Herzogenaurach. We
have already had a close cooperation
for 20 years, which started with pure
communication modules for the existing
Siemens S5 controllers and continues
today with complete solutions.

In this room, the cooling water supply for the entire plant
is controlled by VIPA CPUs.

Several PLC generations are in
service
Several PLC generations can be found
in the BMW distributions: “Some of the
very first products are still running and
in service”, says Robert Eisenhut, who
is responsible for the maintenance of
the building technology at Regensburg.
After many years using the 300S m
 odules which were especially produced
for BMW, the CPUs from the 300S
SPEED7 series and their I/O m
 odules
are now mainly used to control the
heating, cooling and ventilation technology because of their reliability, the interfa- ce diversity and the flexible memory
management of the CPUs. The cooling
water supply of the entire factory is also
controlled by VIPA controllers.
Today, where ever it is possible the modular and innovative SLIO system is deployed in addition, which, due to its high
flexibility, can be tailored exactly to the
requirements of the application and has
an especially attractive price. In addition, this system is characterized by its
ease of installation and service, and its
extreme compact size.

APPLICATIONS

YASKAWA frequency inverter
A1000 with high performance
vector control drive

„Of course, we have to focus on the
costs of all projects and proceed as efficiently as possible – so, with VIPA there
are often economical alternatives due
to their wide product range”, says Jörg
Tratzl. Around 500 controllers are currently being used as information focal
points in the field of building technology
– many of them from VIPA. “Of course,
we do not want to be dependent on a
single supplier. For this reason we use
different brands in the company – only
premium quality, of course”, Jörg Tratzl
said, explaining why VIPA is one of them.
Every single PLC controls many functions. There are around 146,000 physical data points in total whose values are
collected in the central control room.
Important functions are also designed in
such a way that they can be redundant.
Nevertheless it is important to react as
fast as possible to malfunctions. “Due
to the size of the factory we depend on
qualified notifications. The employee in
the control room must be able to decide immediately who he should send to
a particular location and with which tool
or spare part”, Jörg Tratzl said.
Complete solutions form a single
source
BMW does not only rely on innovative
solutions in the matter of control technology but also in energy efficiency or
speed control you can find combinations of VIPA and YASKAWA solutions at
the Regensburg location. For example,
after the merger of VIPA and YASKAWA
the first projects with high-quality frequency inverters or energy saving drive
packages (SPRIPM) were implemented.
Here, cooling water pumps with YASKAWA frequency inverters were used for
energy efficient speed control and older
ventilation plants were retrofitted with

YASKAWA frequency inverters are working
perfectly together with VIPA controllers

energy saving drive packages. IE4 permanent magnet motors with the appropriate frequency inverters from YASKAWA are being used, which together
create very high energy efficiency. This
saves energy and operating costs.
T hese packages are particularly s uitable
for the above mentioned applications
with variable torque, such as pumps or
v entilators.
Also in this combination the VIPA
c ontrollers work perfectly together

with YASKAWA frequency inverters.
To 
simplify commissioning there are
M odbus RTU function modules which

allow simple communication coupling
as well as low costs and an uncomplicated torque solution or for reading out
malfunction notifications.
Merger bears fruit
“With this the merger of VIPA and
YASKAWA is visibly bearing fruit”, says
Mark Steffen Kohl, the manager of key
ac- counts at VIPA. In this function he is
res- ponsible for BMW and is now able
to of- fer combined VIPA/YASKAWA
solutions. Robert Eisenhut who is responsible for maintenance is also pleased with this cooperation: „Of course
we also look at the frequency converters and the motors during the retrofit
of the control technology. If it pays off,
they will also be modernized – and if you
then get a single-source solution from
VIPA, you can be sure that everything
runs well.”
And if any questions during the planning or retrofit arise or if an important
feature is missing, Jörg Tratzl or Robert
Eisenhut can simply call up Mark Steffen Kohl: “We appreciate the long-term
cooperation”, they say, “and we enjoy
the high quality service at VIPA. With Mr.

Kohl, for example, we have a direct contact person and do not end up with our
questions or problems at some anonymous service hotline. Mr. Kohl is always
available for us and can either advise us
directly or organize support. Here we
need fast and targeted solutions which
we find at VIPA”, they concluded.
The merger with YASKAWA was
t herefore very closely followed by BMW.
Af- ter all they wanted to continue the
good cooperation but did not know if
VIPA would dissolve into YASKAWA,
or if they would get another contact
person, or if the structures would change. “But even after the merger of both
companies the existing contacts remain
unchanged and, in addition, synergies
have arisen from which we benefit”, they
said.
(Mark Steffen Kohl, VIPA Controls)
This article has already been published
in the SPS-Magazin, issue 12/2015.
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Energy efficiency to dye for
Textile industry with state-of-the-art drive technology
Dyeing zip fasteners is an energy-intensive task! With more efficient pump regulation for the autoclaves, one manufacturer has managed to reduce consumption considerably. The investment
has paid for itself in less than a year.

From car seats to mattresses and boots
– zips are indispensable for an amazingly wide range of products these
days. One zip manufacturer, Coats Opti,
has its production location at the heart
of East Frisia. Around 170 employees
weave, dye and assemble zip fasteners
to customer specifications. In the dye
works, the individual dyeing process is
carried out in 23 autoclaves. The large

forated spools. The liquid is thus able to
force its way from the inside to the outside and vice versa, uniformly flowing
through every fiber of the zip tape.

The autoclaves are supplied via a central pump. It was built in the 1980s and
keeps the supply line for the dye works
permanently under pressure. Until now,
it operated non-stop at full load – much
to the chagrin of Technical Director Dirk Ewen, who was
no longer prepared to put
We have been using VIPA controllers for a long
up with this waste of energy.
time because this means that we are able to work
“We are constantly on the lookwith our familiar STEP 7 programming.
out for potential energy savings in
the company,” he says. “The pump
had been a thorn in our side for some
time – but until now there were no enertanks are filled with a
gy-saving drive packages that were
specific mixture of hot water, dye and
able to regulate the 37 kilowatts that our
various additives to ensure that the popump uses.”
lyester tapes end up exactly the right
The Technical Director finally found
shade to match the jacket or shoe. The
what he was looking for at VIPA.
endless tapes are wound onto large per-

„

“

The 
company’s collaboration with
YASKAWA, the Japanese drive technology manufacturer, made a high-performance system solution possible. “During the course of modernization work,
we exchanged the old motor for a new
YASKAWA IE4 motor that only uses
528 kilowatt hours each day instead of
628,” says Holger Müsker, responsible
for electrical equipment at Coats Opti.
Due to the improvement from 50 to 100
hertz, it is capable of finer regulation
than the predecessor model.
An analog pressure sensor now supplies the required data for the pump regulation which is carried out by a SLIO
PLC from VIPA. Thanks to its modular
design, customers are supplied with exactly what they need for their specific
application. In the case of Coats Opti, it
converts the analog value and forwards
all necessary data to the frequency inverter that powers the motor. “We have

APPLICATIONS

Thanks to their compact
dimensions the PLC and the
frequency inverter match perfectly into the control cabinet

been using VIPA controllers for a long
time because this means that we are
able to work with our familiar STEP 7
programming,” explains Müsker.
Evaluation of the energy consumption
The joint pump project required flexibility and service. “At the time, 37 kilowatts
was right at the limit of what the IE4 drive packages from YASKAWA were able
to regulate,” says Michael Helmer. He is
the member of VIPA field staff who supervises Coats Opti on site. To be on
the safe side, a motor was made available for test purposes. “We delivered
the motor, Holger Müsker took care of
the suitable adapter for flange-mounting
the smaller motor and the whole system
was converted in a very short time.”
Before and after the conversion, energy
consumption was recorded for a week
– with the result that it was possible to
reduce weekly consumption from 4400
kilowatt hours to 3700 kilowatt hours.
Only then were the pressure sensor
and PLC added, increasing savings still
further. The whole investment has thus

The new motor is connected, the old one still exists for
redundancy reasons. It could be put back into operation
at any time.

paid for itself in less than a year.
The new system has now been working
since spring 2015 and further conversions are already being planned: “We
naturally wish to follow up on the good
experiences we have had. There is surely no easier and more effective way
of reducing energy consumption,” says
Ewen, clearly convinced. Since the new
IE4 drive packages from YASKAWA can
even regulate 45 kilowatts, there are
virtually no limits, even for larger pumps.

Drive package for pump regulation
Thanks to their compact dimensions,
there is space for the frequency inverter
and PLC in the electrical enclosure. The
CPU 015 was installed with integrated
Speed7 technology, the analog SLIO SM
031 input module and a YASKAWA IE4
SPRiPM drive package that regulates
37 kilowatts. It contains the A1000 frequency inverter with high-performance

In the large tanks the endless tapes are
wound onto perforated spools (in the front)
and are dyed to customer demands.

vector regulation and a power range
from 0.4 kilowatts to 630 kilowatts. The
A1000 comes with the “safe stop” function STO (Safe Torque Off) and is easy
to put into operation, as it automatically
sets up the required parameters for the
most important applications. It is also
designed for maintenance-free operation with a service life of ten years. The
frequency inverter uses spring-loaded
control terminals and a parameter memory and features minimal power dissipation in normal-duty operation. It has
option cards for the most important field
buses used worldwide.
(Michael Helmer)
This report already appeared in the
magazine A&D, issues 7+8, 2016.
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From a museum piece to a
sustainable energy supplier
100 percent ecological energy from waterpower
Whoever would like to use water for power generation needs a suitable infrastructure for it. Here, VIPA Controls
and beab not only offer the suitable controller, but also more than 30 years experience in the field of water power.

There was nearly no alternative in the
past. Water wheels drove the mills, for
example in forges for metalworking and
thus formed the cornerstone of industrialization. With the steam engine and
electrification, technologies such as
wind power and water power nearly
completely disappeared, in order to experience a new upswing in these times
of the energy revolution.
Whereas wind wheels have characterized the image especially in flat countryside for many years, water wheels
are often only objects of decoration or

In terms of figures, this is sufficient for
up to 20 households per year.”, said
Peter Müller, CEO of the municipal services Weihlheim Energie GmbH – SWE.

system engineering of pure water and
waste water facilities and has already
implemented several projects for the
public services Weilheim.

Reworking and upgrading the water
wheel
For project implementation, the municipal services leased the old plants from
the city and equipped them with 36 new
paddles from larch wood and a wooden superstructure and equipped the
renewed wheel with drives and generators and a lot of accessories such as
penstock, rake and flushing gate.

Now the electro-technical centerpiece
is a VIPA PLC, the automation systems’
manufacturer from Bavaria which is
already well-known in the industry for


„

„The penstock directly
in
front of the waterworks,
Performance, quality and service are right
automatically
controls elecat VIPA, which is in continuous operation partitronically
how
much
water flows
cularly important.
via the paddles. The water flow to
the penstock is equipped with a rake.
This collects rubbish such as branches
or coarse-grained material and cleans
items in museums. But not in
by backflow via the flushing gate“, said
Weilheim / Upper Bavaria.
Karl Neuner, head of the operating service at the public services of Weilheim.
Ecological energy from water power
Two flow measuring sensors control
Here, centuries ago, the river Angerthe interaction of the flushing gate, the
bach was redirected and a part of it
penstock in front of the water wheel,
flowed through the location as a town
and generator. They automatically restream in order to harness the power of
gulate the water level by control techwater and operate the old town mill. The
nology.
old water wheel has only been a pictorial
object of interest for a long time until the
Automating of the plant
town´s department of works attended to
In order to automate all these functions
the matter: „Now for the first time we
and to have remote access at all times
produce 100% ecological energy from
to the entire data a modern automatiwater power in Weilheim. We produce
on solution was required. The company
power - depending on the water level
beab from Pentling took up this task.
– of between 40,000 kWh and 80,000
The company specializes in electrical
kWh.

“

The old water wheel was
equipped with new shovels
from larch wood. The
superstructure was also
recreated.

APPLICATIONS

Outside of the plant: The water wheel is right under the wooden roof – the control cabinet is on the left side.

many new technologies and challenging applications. Together with the holding company, YASKAWA, VIPA offers
comprehensive system solutions from a
single source.
„Performance, quality and
service are right at VIPA
which is particularly important in continuous operation.
We were able to implement
a low-cost and fast speed
detection system by means of the fast counter inputs.“, said Werner Küspert
of beab who is the person
responsible for this project
and has already implemen- ted many VIPA components. The particularly
compact model VIPA SLIO
015 with its fast backplane
bus, single channel diagnosis LED and the included
wiring was selected for this
pro- ject in Weilheim. It can
be assembled easily and
can be matched perfectly to
the task by its modular concept. Therefore, only what
is really required has to be
paid for.
Furthermore a touch based
display and a VIPA operating device was selected
for this control system. The
7-inch display visualizes the

measured values - it is also possibleto provide set values. In addition fault
messages are collected in lists and are
connected parallel to a central guidance system. This sends directly required
alarm messages by SMS to the staff
that is on standby.
The plant as a model for further projects
This ensures that everything is always
under control especially during storm
and high water levels. The electricity generated can be seen at anytime - both
on the display on site and on the control
panels at the public services.
Even if the plant is too small to recoup
the costs quickly, it produces a considerable amount of electricity and so
contributes to the conservation of resources. In addition, setting up was an
interesting experience: „This project is a
sample for future projects. We now have
the know-how and
the larger the plant,
the faster it pays for
itself.
We signaled the
beginning at the
town stream and
our request for the
water wheel in Seemühle has already
been submitted to
the District Office.
We suppose, that

there will be further economically and
ecologically efficient SWE projects in the
future - renewable, innovative and sustainable as we are.“, Peter Müller said.
(Gerhard Preissinger, VIPA Controls)
This article has already been published
in the magazin
ke NEXT, issue
Automation, November 2016.

The entire control engineering is in the control
cabinet directly next to the water wheel.
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The Radisson Blu Hotel in Frankfurt has significantly reduced the energy consumption by means of a modern ventilation concept.

Living efficiency instead of just
talking about it!
The optimization of the ventilation pays for itself in record time
On the one hand air-conditioned hotels are very comfortable but on the other hand they are very energy intensive.
Here, tremendous savings in running operation and without large structural measures are possible by conversion
to modern technology. The Radisson Blu in Frankfurt, for example, has deployed new IE4+ driver packages from
VIPA Controls and thus considerably reduced the energy consumption of its ventilation systems.

Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group
The Carlson Rezidor Hotel Group is one
of the largest hotel groups in the world
and currently has around 1400 hotels
in 115 countries. The Radisson Hotels,
which belong to this group, are particularly popular in Europe.
The clear corporate philosophy gives
the employees guidance for their daily
work and makes for a high recognition
value. This ensures that the same priorities are set in all hotels and the guests
can expect the same quality. The principles defined by the management not

only affect the character of the Carlson
group as perfect hosts but also as a
responsible business partner. So the
company attaches great importance to
sustainability and ecological action.
A few years ago, in order to pursue this
goal, the hotel group launched the initiative “Think Planet”. It deals with the issue of energy efficiency which is not just
empty words but which is implemented
with concrete measures. At the same
time, however, it all must be accounted
for. After all the company is only a user
not the owner of the respective buildings

so that the costs of all the measures in
the field of building technology have to
be recouped as soon as possible.
Radisson Blu in Frankfurt
The same applies for the location in
Frankfurt. Here the company has been
running the prominent Radisson Blu
near the trade fair since 2005. With its
round front it is a distinctive feature of
the Frankfurt skyline. It is the largest
Radisson Blu Hotel in Germany and has
more than 428 rooms. With underground parking, restaurants and spa area
a lot of energy has to be expended here

APPLICATIONS

around the clock to make the guests`
stay as pleasant as possible. Here the
initiative “Think Planet” supports sustainably using less energy for the hotel’s
internal technical systems without the
guests having to forfeit any comfort.

Planet” are recorded exactly, published
and compared with each other so that
particularly efficient projects can be
transmitted to other hotels”, said Roland Hickel, explaining why monitoring
is especially important.

Energy monitoring system as a
base
The Area Chief Engineer Roland H. Hickel is responsible for the building automation in Frankfurt and other European
hotels of the group. “At that time I was
searching for somebody to support me
professionally with the implementation
of the targets and I came across Rainer Berthaler from the Rainer Berthaler
Energieanlage e.K. in Munich”, he said.

Payback period of less than 24
months
To achieve the ambitious energy and
environmental targets of the hotel group
the two experts have already visited 16
hotels in total. Here they carried out
an energy scan and then implemented
appropriate applications to improve the
existing conditions. “We still wanted to
get even more and have always found
new solutions”, said Berthaler, smiling.
They have also implemented many
measures in Frankfurt, for example changes in the heating and the warm water treatment and exchanging the existing lamps with more efficient ones.

The authorized expert for energy optimizing from Munich has been working
in the field of building automation for
30 years. He and his team have comprehensive experience in technology
and company management of heating,
air conditioning, ventilation, and power control systems. He has specialized
in the optimization of existing systems
and achieves initial savings with exact
calculation, measurement, and dimensioning of single components. He makes
each measurement calculable through
the deployment of an energy monitoring
system and is able to calculate exactly
what energy costs can actually be saved.

Here too, the highest priority was a crystal clear monitoring and provable payback periods of less than 24 months.
They also dealt with the subject of ventilation engineering in Frankfurt in the
same way. There are ventilation devices
in different places in the Radisson Blu
building in Frankfurt. The largest one is
on the prominent roof to the building.
The ventilators are from the time of construction and equipped with EFF2 motors which were already controlled by
frequency inverters.

This is exactly what Roland Hickel
was looking for and found with Rainer
B erthaler. “All measures and results in
the context of “Think

Large ventilation systems on the roof. From here the rooms and corridors are supplied with fresh air.

Energy saving through ventilators
and IE4+ drive packages
The first step was to exchange the
existing ventilators with more efficient
devices. The new versions from the
company Comefri have now optimized
impellers and specially patented air
duct systems. After the conversion of
the ventilators with the same comfort
the measured energy saving was already 30%.
Drive packages of the IE4+ class should
now provide further savings. “We have
been looking for someone who offered this solution in his portfolio and we
found VIPA/YASKAWA”, said Rainer
Berthaler. The contact to VIPA was organized by Sebastian Kopp, sales director of Comefri in Ergolding. “We asked him for advice as to how we could
get even more out of the ventilators and
so we found the IE4+ drive packages
from VIPA.”, Rainer Berthaler said.
Further advantages: The new motors
weigh only a fraction of the previous solution because it is a permanent magnet
synchronous motor: “Especially when
you have to go up to the roof every kilogram counts and here considerably
smaller dimensions are advantageous
to get them through the building”, says
Michael Heimann, who takes care of the
building engineering in Frankfurt.
Initially a motor and a frequency inverter
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The drive package of VIPA consists of
the IE4+ motor and YASKAWA frequency
inverter. This is particularly efficient and
energy saving.

IE1
IE2
IE3
IE4
IE4
+

IE4
+
Here the new IE4+ motor with
flat belt drive.

were exchanged for trade fair purposes
and the V-belt drive was replaced by a
flat belt drive. This conversion was realized mechanically and electrically within
a very short time. “VIPA kindly accompanied the commissioning and provided
the devices as a loan for measuring purposes”, said Rainer Berthaler.
Now after the testing phase the results
are on the table in black and white: the
consumption for the ventilator that was
already converted decreased by 30%.
The decision was therefore made to
convert all other ventilators of the ventilation equipment in the hotel accordingly
- but not only here. The pilot project in
the Frankfurt Radisson was an example
for other hotels that also have the potentials and would like to exploit them.

The concrete measures
in detail and their results:
As a test system, one of the
input air ventilators on the roof
of the Radisson Blu that supplies a part of the guest rooms
was selected. Both were equipped with 630mm Comefri ventilators. The performance of the
existing E-motors (asynchronous motor)
was 22 kW (efficiency class -> EFF2).
For testing purposes one of the two
motors was exchanged with a VIPA
PM motor with 15 kW power. While
the old motor weighed 182 kg the new
VIPA motor weighed only 66 kg. At the
same time the old frequency inverter
was exchanged with a new YASKAWA
V100 frequency inverter (IP66 protection class).
Both ventilators were set to the same rotational speed and controlled via a joint
pressure transmitter 0…10V so that the
conditions at measurement mode were
exactly the same. The FU control was
at 10V and therefore at 100% demand.
At the end of the measurement period
everyone was convinced by the new

IE4+ PM motors in combination with
the YASKAWA frequency inverters. The
measured performance of the IE4+ PM
motor was only 9.9 kW, while the old
solution consumed 15 kW. This is a saving of 30% or 5.1 kW respectively. Projected onto an operation of 24 hours per
day there is an annual potential saving
of 44,600 kW/h for each ventilator. It
was therefore possible for the VIPA drive package to pay for itself in less than
one year.
(Mark Steffen Kohl, VIPA Controls)
This article has already been published
in the trade journal HOTEL+TECHNIK,
issue Energie Spezial, November 2016.

MISCELLANEOUS

VIP Vistors at VIPA

f.l.t.r.: VIPA Authorized Officer Günter Ferstl,
District Economic Development Officer Thomas
Wächtler, District Administrator Alexander Tritthart
and CEO Bob Linkenbach.

The local mayor, city councilors and district administrator took a
peek over the shoulders of the automation specialists
This year, VIPA Controls was visited by the Mayor of Herzogenaurach, Dr. German Hacker, the city
councilors and District Administrator Alexander Tritthart.

The first guests were the mayor and the
city councilors. They informed themselves about VIPA, one of the five largest
companies in Herzogenaurach, and
were enthusiastic. Now they had the
chance to form their own impressions
of the automation specialists from Herzogenaurach. The ladies and gentlemen
were introduced to the world of VIPA by
means of presentations and a guided
tour.
A few weeks later, District Administrator Alexander Tritthart also paid a visit
to VIPA. Mr. Tritthart was particularly
impressed by VIPA’s social responsibility. For example, the firm offers its
employees a supplementary company
pension as well as free water and coffee
dispensers throughout the company.
Facilities are also provided for staff health. Employees have the choice of a visiting a fitness studio or swimming pool.
The costs are covered in full by VIPA.

The mayor and city councilors marvel at VIPA’s fully-automated warehouse system.

“Here, private business has had good
ideas about how to keep hold of good
skilled workers,” commented District
Administrator Alexander Tritthart in conversation with CEO Bob Linkenbach
after the tour. Linkenbach listed the
following ingredients that go into the
recipe for success in Herzogenaurach:
“Only very slight fluctuation, little dissatisfaction with the work situation, and
very loyal, long-serving employees”.

His company also regularly creates new
jobs and apprenticeships. In the past,
it has been rewarded for this with the
“Job star” of the European Metropolitan
Region Nuremberg.
(SPEED editorial office & Hannah Reuter,
District Office Erlangen-Höchstadt)
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VIPA donates to the food
bank in Herzogenaurach
Employees buy transport containers for a good cause

VIPA Controls and profichip GmbH supported the Herzogenaurach branch of the Erlangen food bank
“Die Tafeln” with a donation of 2000 Euros in February 2016.

The donation was made possible by a
campaign at both companies. Transport
boxes which were no longer needed by the
companies were sold to employees. This
raised a total of 1573 euro which VIPA then
rounded up to 2000 euro.
“As a company that is firmly rooted in
Herzogenaurach, we are naturally keen to
support local charity projects,” said Günter

Ferstl from VIPA on handing over the donation to the food bank in Herzogenaurach.
“Particularly in the context of the current
refugee situation, it was important for
us that the donation should be received
where it is needed, as ever more people
are dependent on receiving food supplies
here,” he added.
On the one hand there is an abundance of
surplus food in Germany, but on the other
hand there are many people in need. For
a small fee, those in need and in possession of a food bank ID card can obtain

their weekly food supplies here. The food
in question consists of items that can no
longer be used commercially, but are still
of perfectly good quality. Facility manager
Gertrud König is delighted with the donation from VIPA, but also points out that
such donations are far from enough to
cover the high demand. The money can be
used to cover running costs (e.g. electricity
or insurance for the vans) and to purchase
missing food items.
The food bank collects around six tons of
foodstuffs in Erlangen and the surrounding
area and is thus able to provide for almost
550 families. On every distribution day in
Herzogenaurach, eleven volunteer workers
are in action. Without them, the distribution
point would not be able to operate.
(Sebastian Baumann, VIPA Controls)

f.l.t.r.: Günther Weis, Gerd Müller, Gertrud König (Tafel Erlangen), Günter Ferstl, Sebastian Baumann (VIPA Controls)
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War on Candy
VIPA is supporting “Summies Kitchen” in South Africa
Healthy eating is crucial. Children should be taught this from an early age. During the growth
phase, healthy nutrition is particularly important. This is not common knowledge everywhere,
however, and people are happier to eat something sugary than to eat healthily. That is why the
project “Summies Kitchen” was set up.

“Summies Kitchen” means healthy fresh
food for the pupils at Somerset West
School. Somerset West is only about 20
km from Cape Town. The topic of healthy eating is very important to the Langer family. Children from different social
backgrounds attend Somerset West
School. Children of more wealthy fami-

„

We hope we have played a small part in
enabling better and healthier eating.

“

lies are educated here alongside children from the surrounding townships.
Townships are settlements in South
Africa that were set up separately for
either black or white populations during
racial segregation. These townships are
growing by more than 1000 residents
daily. The underlying infrastructure is
not growing at the same pace, however.
Many helpers
With many helpers, the Langers set up
a school canteen to ensure that the
children have at least one healthy hot
meal each day – and at an affordable
price. In South Africa, it is not a matter
of course that every child receives a hot
meal each day. What is more prevalent
is candy, which can be bought quick-

ly and cheaply at the kiosk or
which parents even send to
school with their children. It
is inconceivable in the West
that parents would send mainly sweets to school with their
children; they could tell you a
thing or two if they were asked. In South Africa, it is unfortunately normal because
candy is simply cheaper than
healthy food. Sad, but true.
„Summies Kitchen“
To ensure that this does not
become the norm, “Summies
Kitchen” has been in place
Thanks to the donated tables and benches, the
since December 2015. Once pupils at Somerset West School now finally have the
a day, children are given the opportunity to sit together and eat a hot meal from
“Summies Kitchen”.
opportunity to share a meal
together and to sit together
in peace and quiet. This “finding peace” and “sitting together” are
a particular problem. Unlike in Western
schools, there is not necessarily enough
proper seating in South Africa where
you can also eat. This has been made
possible by many busy helpers and financial supporters.
Sascha Isinger (Marketing Director at
VIPA GmbH), who has very good contacts in South Africa, enabled this cooperation. VIPA GmbH was delighted to
get involved in this project and donated
six sets of tables and benches. “We
hope we have played a small part in enabling better and healthier eating.” said
Sascha Isinger, for whom the donation
was more than just an emotive issue.
(Sascha Isinger, VIPA Controls)

The busy helpers take a well-deserved
break
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Girls, we want you!
Throughout Germany, 28th April 2016 was Girls’ Day once again
As in previous years, Girls’ Day saw girls aged between 10 and 15 being invited to learn and take part.
At VIPA Controls 15 schoolgirls had the chance to find out for themselves what the occupations “electronics technician for devices and systems” and “IT specialist for system integration” involve.

Girls’ Day is a nationwide orientation day
for girls from 5th Grade onwards to find out
about occupations in the field of science
and technology and to test their abilities.
The objective is to increase the number of
women working in fields that are dominated by men. Last year, some 103,000 girls
streamed into the events hosted by the
participating companies. 62 schoolgirls
visited the events that were held simultaneously at the Eschborn, Allershausen and
Herzogenaurach plants.

This year, on 28th April 2016, the gates of

all YASKAWA Group locations in Germany were thrown open once again. Among
them also the gate of VIPA Controls.

After a short greeting and introduction
session, the 15 girls were given an insight
into the training occupations “electronics
technician for devices and systems” and
“IT specialist for system integration”. The
main activities took place in the Production
department. More time had been set aside
than last year for the practical tasks of “soldering” and “assembly”. This gave the girls
the chance to discover abilities that they
did not know they had.
The Development, Support, Warehouse
and IT departments were also visited. During the course of the day, the girls were
thus able to set about enthusiastically answering the VIPA quiz questions. The girls

not only got to know the company and the
training occupations, but also learned what
a programmable logic controller (PLC) is,
how it is developed and produced, and
what it is used for. They got to experience
this last point in practice in the warehouse
where they were supplied with candy by
the fully-automatic warehouse system.
At the end of the day, the Human Resources department presented VIPA as
an employer. This included the three VIPA
apprentices describing the work in their
respective training occupations. In this
way, the girls were able to gain some firsthand insights. When the time came to
leave, all the girls were presented with a

MISCELLANEOUS

You can sign up for the upcoming by now:
 ertificate of participation and a small gift
c
as a m
 emento.
VIPA GmbH is already looking forward
to the next Girls’ Day and hope that this
year’s event was a memorable and fun
occasion for the girls.
If you have any questions about the
G irls` Day, please contact Susanne

Küfner (Ph.: 09132/744-1675, email:
susanne.kuefner@vipa.de).

at 27th April 2017
Registration under:
http://www.girls-day.de/aktool/ez/eventvcard.aspx?id=55403

Earth Day 2016
Stop dirtiness
Herzogenaurach companies together with pupils remove the garbage in Herzogenaurach.

Already
for
the
sixth
time,
H erzogenaurach companies, S chaeffler
AG, Adidas AG, PUMA SE, m&i
specialized

clinic
Herzogenaurach,
Controls and ProLeiT AG together with
the City of Herzogenaurach appealed

to their employees to take part in Earth
Day 2016 in Herzogenaurach. This year
the theme was „waste“. Around 950
volunteers, including 820 pupils, went
through the entire city area and picked
up waste. VIPA Controls and the class

4b from the elementary school together
picked up waste and were surprised at
how much they found.
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Erlangen soccer ladies championship and promotion team 2015/16

“State Division, here we
come!”
Great success for the ladies’ soccer team at SpVgg Erlangen
Last season, the ladies of Erlangen won their league competition in the Bezirksoberliga Regional
Division, thereby achieving direct promotion to the Landesliga State Division, the fifth tier in German soccer. They were already seven points ahead going into the deciding game against SV Segringen and won 3:0 in front of a home crowd. In the new season 2016/17, they will now be playing
to stay up in the Landesliga.

The promise
Before the 2015/16 season, Olaf M üller,
trainer of the ladies’ soccer team at
SpVgg 1904 Erlangen, nicknamed
“Spieli”, promised his girlfriend: “If we
go up this year, I’ll quit while I’m ahead.”
At that time, no-one yet had any inkling
that he would be right. He was already

„

there 10 years ago when the Spieli women made it into the Landesliga once
before. Unfortunately, however, they
only managed to stay up for one season
before crashing back down through the
Bezirksoberliga and into the lower Bezirksliga. It took them 10 years to fight
their way back up to this position.

Now it was D-Day, decision day. It
was on Whit Saturday 2016, right on
time for the Erlangen Bergkirchweih
parish
fair, that the girls
trained by Olaf
It took them 10 years to fight their way back
Müller
and
up to this position.
Dursun Aydin, who

“

 nfortunately missed the occasion due
u
to illness, were able to celebrate their
renewed promotion. With three match
days remaining until the end of the season, the team went into this bank holiday match at the top of the table with
a lead of seven points. They were thus
in a good position, but the opponents
were SV Segringen – something of a bogey team for the Spieli girls. Their only
defeat in the first half of the season had
been at the hands of Segringen.
The championship decider – 1st
half
Accordingly, Spieli began somewhat
nervously. While they had plenty of
space in their own half, the opponents
kept things very tight in theirs. There
were two good build-ups in the first 10

SPORTS

 inutes, but the accuracy still left a littm
le to be desired. After 15 minutes, the
Spieli girls began to provide better passes to their two strikers, who had played
consistently well throughout the season,
but their efforts were thwarted again
and again by the visiting goalkeeper
who was on top form.
After nearly half an hour, something
n early happened as so often in such

situations: “The chances are wasted
up front … and then the other team
c ounters with a break”. Up until now,
the Spieli girls had always managed to
nip their rivals’ counterattacks in the
bud with a disciplined team performance. This time, however, one of the visitors did manage to break through the
defenses and was only stopped by the
Spieli keeper, who was also having a
fantastic game. The rest of the first half
remained relatively uneventful.
2nd Half
In the second half, it became evident

that the Spieli girls were determined
to win. Ten minutes after the restart,
the trainer made the first substitutions,
who noticeably breathed new life into
the game. In the 60th minute, a powerful free kick from some 30 m delivered
the ball right in front of goal. The keeper
was unable to hold onto the hefty shot.
After a brief goal-mouth scramble, the
ball finally found its way across the line
– 1:0 and relief for Spieli. This heated
up the game once more and the Spieli
girls created further good chances without giving their opponents a chance
to catch their breath.

As the final whistle blew, there was no
holding back. Team and trainer celebrated their fantastic season’s performance and the well-deserved promotion.
“State Division, here we come!” After 10
y ears, we’re back!

Almost quarter of an hour after the first
goal, it was once again a free kick that
bore fruit. This time, an unstoppable
shot from the edge of the penalty area
hammered into the goal (2:0). The resistance of the visiting team had finally
been broken down and the ball found its
way into the back of the net once again
five minutes before the end, bringing the
final score to 3:0.

VIPA Controls, as the team’s main
sponsor, wishes the Spieli ladies

every success and lots of fun in the
Landesliga. Keep it up, girls! We are

keeping our fingers crossed!

Victory photo of the Spieli ladies immediately after the final whistle

Everything comes to an end…
Every success has its downside. Olaf
Müller kept his word and entered his
well-earned retirement as trainer. The
Spieli ladies will now have to tackle their
mission to stay up in the Landesliga with
a new trainer – hopefully without a sense of déjà-vu.

(SPEED editorial office & Spieli ladies)
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The Soli riders are ready for the next cycling tour

Cycling for all you’re worth!
VIPA sponsors cycling team from Dachau
VIPA Controls has been an official shirt sponsor of Soli Dachau for three years now. At Soli
Dachau e.V., the emphasis is on cycling. From the youngsters to the licensed riders and seniors,
everyone gets on their bikes and has fun together.

With about 250 members, the cycling
department is the largest department of
Soli Dachau e.V., ahead of the artistic
cycling, skiing and mountain sport, table tennis and running/triathlon departments. The program offered by Soli is
very varied, with something for everyone
– from hobby cyclist to licensed rider.
Weekend excursions and training rides
are well attended; depending on requirements, there are up to three different
performance categories in which every
rider can train. The pleasurable side of
things is not forgotten, however, including the obligatory stop for a drink or
two at the end of a training session.
Licensed riders
The performance range at Soli is very
broad. The only A-license rider, Sven
Harder, has once again qualified for
the A-class (the highest amateur class
in German cycling) next season, with
many good finishes.
Our C-license riders, in particular
Andreas Fischer, Gerhard Österreicher
and Petar Torre, have also been active
since March 2016 in various races, both

close to home and farther afield.
Recreational cyclists
Ambitious recreational cyclists also fly
the Soli colors. Events include time trials, hill climbs, such as the Glocknerkönig, and various cycling marathons,
such as the Achensee cycling marathon
in which Beate Koch pedaled her way
to 3rd place in the “Seniors” age group.
It is possible to cycle mush further, however, as ably demonstrated by our two
long-distance cyclists, Werner Spatzenegger and Achim Weigand, who cycled
300 km, 400 km and 600 km to/from
Treuchtlingen in the spring.
Events
For those who do not wish to race
against the clock or other cyclists, there
are numerous RTFs (cycling tours), that
are well attended by the Soli riders. The
largest group started in Kempten on
24th July. On 20th August, about 10 cyclists took part in the Wandelstein tour
– and VIPA is always along for the ride!
The

highlight

of

the

year

is

the

 ergkriterium race in Dachau, that is
B
held by Soli Dachau on 15th August
each year. This popular race for all
comers consists of 22 laps of the old
town center. The youngsters test themselves over one or two laps in the meanwhile well-established “wide tire race”.
The Seniors then battle it out over 24
laps, followed by the final race in which
the ABC licensed riders aim for a good
finish over 60 laps.
To keep in shape over the winter, many
members switch departments and take
part in the indoor cycling sessions. With
groovy music playing, the two main training leaders, August Mayer and Beate Koch, lose the odd bead of sweat.
With not a bicycle in sight, but no less
exhausting, Uwe Marziw runs the winter
keep-fit classes.
We would like to thank VIPA Controls
for their friendly, uncomplicated and
financial support.
(Beate Koch & Sofiane Allata, Radteam
Soli Dachau e.V.)
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VIPA stays on the ball
Jerseys for ladies’ handball team at Tuspo Heroldsberg
Right on time for the start of the new 2016/17 season in October, the ladies’ h andball
team at Tuspo Heroldsberg received new jerseys. In the future, the Heroldsberg
jerseys will be adorned with a VIPA logo. VIPA Controls is delighted to be able to
s upport a nother strong regional team.

The Tuspo ladies’ handball team, 2016/17 season.

Tuspo Heroldsberg is a club based in
Nuremberg. The handball department
has seven children’s and youth teams
and three adult teams. The ladies’ team
plays in the Bezirksoberliga Regional
Division in Middle Franconia and came
second last season in both league and
cup competitions.
The squad went through a transition phase before the new season. A
n umber of first-team players have hung
up their handball shoes. Newcomers

and 
returning players are now trying
to fill the gaps and the trainer team
has been reinforced ready to meet the
new c
 hallenges. Furthermore, the youth
players are to be integrated more fully
into the ladies’ team next season.
As you can see, plenty has changed
for the Tuspo handball ladies. The new
j erseys thus symbolically herald the

a dvent of a new handball 

generation.
The newly formed team is 
already
l ooking forward to the start of the


s eason and has a positive outlook for
the future. There is certainly no need for
the Heroldsberger to be worried about a
dearth of new talent.
VIPA would like to wish all the trainers,
players, supervisors and fans of Tuspo
Heroldsberg a lot of fun, success and
good luck for the coming season. Go
for it!
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With team spirit and fun across
the finishing line
Great result for the SPEED7 Racing Team in the Roth Challenge
YASKAWA, VIPA Controls and profichip participated again with seven teams in this year`s Triathlon in Roth. The
teams completed three disciplines: swimming (3.8 km), cycling (180 km) and running (marathon 42.195 km).

The challenge started with the
swimmers
7:30 in morning the swimmers and cyclists met at the house of our colleague
Fritz Dotzer who lives right next to the
swimming and racing track. At that time
Daniel Westphal, an individual competi-

„

Thank you to all the athletes
and congratulations to your great
performance.

“

tor had already
been in the water for 30 minutes and
had even finished half of the swimming
distance.

Finally at 8:50 am they went into the
cool water in good spirit and 5 minutes
later the start signal for the 3.8 km
d istance was given. Our external guest
swimmer, Marcus Schattner, finished
the distance in 51 minutes and returned
to his team cyclist to send him on the
180 km journey to the team runner.
The
other
swimmers
weren’t long in arriving.
Already after 4 minutes with
a total time of 55 minutes an
external female swimmer sent relay cyclist Petra Linkenbach on her
way, 
f ollowed by Tobias Müller (0:59
min), P hilip Kenneweg (1:02 h), András
K erese (1:05 h), Christian Röhr (1:07 h)
and Sabine Mitzenheim (1:19 h).

Now, the active part of the challenge
was at an end for the swimmers except
for András Kerese. He had to take part
in the 42.195 km long marathon distance due to a lack of athletes. But
first they returned to Fritz who warmly
welcomed the swimmers with a white
sausage breakfast as every year. Here a
big thank you to you and your wife, dear
Fritz, and sorry for suddenly leaving you
with all the dishes!
Cyclists took over after the
swimmer
Well-fed and fortified they returned to
the cycling track to vociferously support
their team colleagues. Especially in the
second round, on the Solarer Mountain
in Hilpoltstein, the strain was visible in

SPORTS

one or the other participant. Finally all
cyclists finished in very good times. As
already in the previous year our external permanent guest Thomas Schwandt
was the fastest cyclist with a total time
of 5:14 hours. He handed over to the
fastest relay runner Bernhard Mültner
who completed the marathon in 3:13
hours.

dium exhausted but healthy. The relay
colleagues were already waiting there
to enjoy a great finishing run together in
front of hundreds of spectators – here
at the latest they forgot about their pain.

But the rest of the runners didn’t have
to wait very long for their cyclists until
they were allowed to start. Jürgen Glaser (5:22 h), Ullrich Goller (5:24 h), Wolfgang Seel (5:49 h), Stefan Thurn (5:55
h), Bruno Schnekenburger (5:57 h) and
Petra Linkenbach (6:07 h) followed.

Daniel Westphal has the answer to the
question how it feels to be an individual
competitor: he had already finished the
total distance of 226km in 10:31 hours.
Of course the very good results of the
marathon runners should not be kept
back: Bernhard Mültner (3:13 h), Joachim Alt (3:20 h), Manfred Sägert (3:32
h), András Kerese (3:32 h) , Mike Hartman (3:57 h), Bernd Schubart (4:23 h)
und Michel Voit (4:49 h).

Triathlon - final stretch: once again
the runners gave their all
Of course the runners were pleased with
the support they got from their team
colleagues despite the fact that one or
two were missed because they were so
fast.Finally all athletes arrived in the sta-

After the successful finish of all our
relays they met at the stadium for a cozy
get-together and took the opportunity
to get to know the colleagues from
other locations better.Thanks to all the
athletes and congratulations on your
great performance.

The SPEED7 Racing Team welcomes
anybody who enjoys sport and would
like to be involved in the team whatever his or her performance level is. We
are not looking for top athletes but for
top people. As we already have those
people at YASKAWA, VIPA and Profichip
everyone is welcome. We try to balance
out the team so that all members are
well-matched. Our external team members also admire our great team spirit
and this is the reason why they take part
every year.
(Tobias Müller, VIPA Controls)

Participants & times at a glance:
SPEED7 Racing Team 1

Sabine Mitzenheim
Jürgen Glaser
Michael Voit

11:33:36

SPEED7 Racing Team 2

Tobias Müller
Ulrich Goller
Joachim Alt

9:47:56

SPEED7 Racing Team 3

Philipp Kenneweg
Thomas Schwandt
Bernhard Mültner

9:33:43

SPEED7 Racing Team 4

Christian Röhr
Wolfgang Seel
Manfred Sägert

10:34:15

SPEED7 Racing Team 5

András Kerese
Stefan Thurn
András Kerese

10:27:28

SPEED7 Racing Team 6

Marcus Schattner
Bruno Schnekenburger
Bernd Schubart

11:15:58

SPEED7 Racing Team 7

Tabea Bößenecker
Petra Linkenbach
Marc Hartmann

11:04:26

Individual competitor

Daniel Westphal

10:31
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f.l.t.r.: Tobias Müller, András Kerese and Daniel Westphal

Strong team performance
at the Puma Herzoman
The VIPA SPEED7 Racing Team reached 2nd place in the team
classification
For the seventh time employees of VIPA Controls and profichip participated in the 31st Puma
H erzoman in the local triathlon event of the Turnerschaft Herzogenaurach over the sprint d
 istance
on 24th June. This year a total of 408 participants were at the start of this open event known far
beyond the borders of Herzogenaurach.

For András Kerese, Tobias Müller and
Daniel Westphal the starting pistol fired
at 11:30 in the outdoor swimming pool,
Herzogenaurach for 400 m swimming,
18 km cycling and 5 km running. It was
clear right from the start that it would be
a tight thing between the three of them
and all three would give each other a run
for their money.
As expected Tobias Müller was first to
change onto the cycling circuit, where he
exchanged barbs with Daniel W
 estphal,
and was even able to overtake him while
changing to running. Westphal, who finished the Roth Challenge as an indivi-

dual competitor just one week before,
was able to pull away slightly and hold
this lead until the finish.

place in the team classification and left,
among others, the Schaeffler, 
A didas,
and Puma teams behind.

Consistent performance
With a time of 57:45 minutes 
Daniel
e nded up with 5:46 minutes behind

the winner in 12th place in the overall
standings and won the age group M40.
Tobias followed in 17th place with a time
of 58:27 minutes and András reached
with 59:38 minutes to 21st overall.

(Daniel Westphal, profichip GmbH)

Thanks to the consistent performances of
our three participants the VIPA SPEED7
Racing Team was able to secure 2nd

SPORTS

„Finish with only one shoe“
Runterra 2016
More than 1800 people took part in the extreme run „Runterra“ in Wintersdorf near Fürth on 17th
September 2016. Among the participants there was also a team from VIPA Controls and together
they braved the mud and the cold, true to the motto „Never give up“.

The goal of the race is to go through
one - or two, or three - rounds, while
o vercoming obstacles. The river Bibert
for example had to be crossed s everal
times, mud holes waded through,
barbed wire crawled under or a hills

climbed. With 43 obstacles per round
the Runterra is a race with the most
obst- acles in a nationwide comparison.
Ten employees from VIPA Controls also

dared to take part in one of the eight
k ilometer circuits. Marc Fahrner was

very unlucky here and lost one of his
running shoes at the first mud hole.
After his futile attempt to fish the shoe
from the mud, he had to walk the next
six and a half kilometers barefoot.
After one and a half hours all runners
arrived exhausted but delighted at the
finishing line - apart from two daring

olleagues who completed an 
c
extra
round. It was real fun, even if some
r unners had one or the other small

injury.
(Sebastian Baumann, VIPA Controls)

A lot has happened under
the surface.

Because we were not called YASKAWA and also
looked completely different many have not really
noticed that VIPA now belongs to one of the big
fishes in the sea. We‘re changing that now. Here
comes YASKAWA VIPA CONTROLS!
Lots of advantages for you: For example, our
system competence has grown enormously.
And, together with YASKAWA, we have already
been offering comprehensive solutions. You can
now achieve your automation objectives even
more effectively.

